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TRYING TO TAKE PICTURES OF BIRDS
Katie Kennedy

On Thursday afternoon, you
get out the camera and go into the
backyard, drizzled in March sky,
blue-gray wind and baby grass,
and you wait by the wisteria
for the birds.
Yesterday there was a cardinal,
which you failed to capture, but you remember
its spring red and its wings and
the way it paused and you paused
together, still as stars,
before a passing friend called it
back to the sky.
Today a brown bird whose name
you don’t know
hops by the trash can, and before
you can take the picture,
it disappears by feather and wing
into the evergreen
branches.
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TOXIC TALENT
Maya Kozlov
James’s peachy skin looked too young for how his
voice sounded; it was caked with foundation. His jetblack hair also looked unnatural. But the night was cold,
my wallet was empty, and I was lonely. Reluctantly, I
took the card from his hand.

“Do you want chamomile, peppermint, or Earl
Grey?” my cousin Wendy asked, digging through the
tea drawer.
“I hate peppermint,” I said.
Wendy groaned. “Jeez, sorry. I haven’t made
you tea in ten years.”
“Chamomile’s fine.”
She poured me a cup. The TV across the room blared
news of the Clinton scandal which never seemed to
end. Wendy turned it off and sat across the table from
me. “Not to be a narcissist, but I’m kinda offended that
I’m only hearing this story of yours now.”
“It’s just so humiliating.”
“C’mon, you were young.”
“I looked at a false beacon of hope and
followed it to darkness. Literally.”
Wendy cocked her head. “So, how exactly did
this dude find you?”
***
The whole thing started on a humid Chicago
night twelve years back. I was slouched against the
alleyway’s brick wall, my red mini dress soaking up
yesterday’s rain on the pavement. I didn’t have any
change for a cab, let alone to phone a friend. My
headache was pounding to the beat of the blaring music
from the club on the other side of the wall— Eurythmics
and The Bangles. I began rubbing my temples when I
heard slow footsteps approach. I looked up and my
blurry vision made out a figure with a fedora and long
coat. A man was towering over me. He gingerly
removed his hat.
“Well,” he said smoothly. “What are you doing
out here all alone like this?”
“Who’s asking?” I slurred. He chuckled and
knelt down to my level.
“I’m James. I don’t bite. And who could you
be?”
I eyed him suspiciously. “My name’s Annie...
Can you please leave me alone?”
James disregarded my request and sat down
next to me. “You’re a very beautiful woman, Annie. So
beautiful you shouldn’t be nearly passed-out drunk in
the middle of the city. What do you do for a living?”
“I’m a student, I don’t have a job.”
“What are you studying?”
“Marketing.”
James laughed and shook his head. “Every
woman your age thinks that’s the only job for her. Why
don’t I give you my card?” He pulled out a card from his
coat, seemingly from midair like a magician. “I’m an
acting agent. I can make you famous. Rich. Successful.”

Four days later I stood in an empty blackbox in
the theatre department of the local university. The room
was a tranquil escape from the outside world— there
was not a single sound, no windows, and no other
people. There was no clock either, as if you weren’t
supposed to know the time. Still, I felt it passing as I
waited for James to arrive. Just when I suspected he
had stood me up, the door swooshed open.
“Annie!” he exclaimed. “Glad you could make
it!”
I approached him nervously and smiled. “Thank
you for the opportunity,” I said.
“Let’s get started. Show me what you got.”
I twisted the hem of my blouse in my sweaty
palm. “Um… what should I do?”
“Let’s just start with a little improv. You’re lost in
a new city with nowhere to go.”
I took some baby steps and shook my arms
around. I’d never acted before, or sang, or danced. But
I’d watched plenty of films. I thought of Vivien Leigh and
the beautiful melodrama she put into her role as Scarlett
O’Hara.
“Oh, God!” I cried. I swung my head back.
“What am I to do in such a, uh, big and strange city like
this?” Embarrassment was creeping up on me but I kept
going. “Taxi, taxi!” I stretched my arm out and stood on
my tip-toes. “Oh, dear. He doesn’t see me.” I eyed
James for approval but was met with a cringe.
“That’s quite fine, Annie,” he reassured, but I
felt he didn’t really mean it. “Tell you what: A lot of my
clients have a similar…” he scratched his chin. “...issue
as you do.”
“What are you insinuating?” I asked.
James laughed. “Smart girl! You learned some
words in marketing school huh?”
I ignored his remark. “Are you saying I’m not
good at acting?” I knew I wasn’t good, but I didn’t
believe in female humility.
“No, no. Well, look. You’re not strong yet, and
improving takes years. But you want to be successful
now, don’t you?” I nodded. “Well, what I often do with
girls like you, is give them something to help, y’know,
speed up the process.” Something about cheating the
learning process was off-putting, but I was desperate.
“What do you give them?”
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“But you weren’t taking drugs everyday, right?
You must have had days to sober up.”
***
My life became a pattern between days of glory
and ambrosia and days of despair and pain. I’d act in
plays where I felt like I was puppeteering another
person’s body, staring into blinding stage lights and
listening to the gasps and chuckles from the audience.
Then, during the dark, dizzy days in between shows, I’d
burrow under the
covers until
Marie Zenzie
afternoon, shades
drawn, listening to
James’s distant
voice from the
answering machine
in the kitchen. Then
the next day of work
would come
around.
Not long after
my first gig, James
convinced me to
quit school, so I
could dedicate
myself to being an
actress. The small
amount of cash I
made selling my
books to eager freshmen didn’t compare to the fat
checks I’d receive from acting, ten percent of which
went to James. The cash that I thought I so desperately
needed couldn’t fix my biggest problem: that I was
being poisoned.
Poisoning myself every time I went on stage or
behind the camera was an obvious mistake, but I
couldn’t realize it at the time. Each dose was followed
by euphoria and liveliness. But once that energy
subsided, a wave of depression washed away all traces
of it. Every consecutive dose of the lethal pills came
with less happiness and more pain. Eventually, to get
the same feeling I’d had the first day in the blackbox, I’d
have to take five as many pills.
One Friday in November, James insisted I
spend the evening with him in his home to meet some
guys from his agency. We cruised through Chicago in
his pink Cadillac to his grandiose Hinsdale home. In the
entryway, James beamed. “They’re gonna love you.”
We walked to the parlor, passing by imposing gold
samovars and out-of-place gargoyles. On a green
couch were the backs of two stout, balding men. Across
from them was a thin man sprawled on an armchair and
smoking a pipe.
When the man caught my eye, he gestured
towards me and James. “There’s the success story you

“We like to call them Altoids, for fun, but they
do more than freshen your breath.”
“So, some sort of laced candy?”
“Yes, but without the candy part. But they do
give off a peppermint smell.” He reached into his coat
and, this time, instead of pulling out a card, revealed a
tiny paper bag. “I brought you a sample, Annie. Give
them a try tomorrow morning then meet me here at the
exact same time.” Once again, I hesitantly took the
offering from
James’ hand.
Twenty-four
hours later, the
blackbox no longer
felt quiet and dim.
This time, I felt a
spring in every step
I took. My hands
danced through the
air like summer
birds. The tones in
my voice were real
and dramatic, so
much so that if I
were James
watching me, tears
would’ve rolled
down my cheeks. I
portrayed a stuckup princess and then a hysterical maid, followed by an
overachieving student and an annoying opera singer. I
felt no embarrassment after those roles, just energy to
take on more.
James stood up and clapped. “Bravo, Annie!
Bravo! I wouldn’t have recognized that pitiful girl I saw
yesterday. You’re amazing!” I was too filled with rhythm
and energy to respond to his praise. “There’s nothing
more to do,” James said excitedly. “I think you’re ready
for your first film audition.”
***
Wendy poured me another cup of tea. “It’s
strange how you got that first audition so fast,” she
said. “It’s almost like he made a deal with the casting
people.”
I sighed and took a sip of the warm, floral drink. “He
might’ve. It felt too unreal. It was goddamn Cabaret, for
Pete’s sake.”
Wendy smirked. “Or maybe you were just that
good.”
“Only because of those ‘Altoids,’” I air-quotted.
“I had to take them before every rehearsal. Five weeks.”
I sipped my tea. “After Cabaret, James booked me
audition after audition, which meant pill after pill after
pill…”
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voice became shaky. “He took advantage of me to pay
off his massive debt.”
Wendy’s face softened. “Oh, honey… I’m
sorry.”
“It’s fine. It’s just that I was probably the eighth
girl that had fallen into his trap.” Tears started welling up
in my eyes. “After he found out I knew about his
scheme, he got all weird and abrasive. Started
mumbling under his breath and jerking the car around.”
“Did he still make you take the drugs for the
performance?”
“Yeah. Nine of them.”
“Sheesh.”
“After I took them, I only saw him one more
time. His eyes were so menacing.”
***
My feet carried me across the stage. Sashaying,
four beats. Skipping, four more. The audience clapped
to the beat. I flung my arms up in an oval and twirled my
head around. I saw him in the second row. His head
was down, and eyes were peering straight at me. I felt
something turn in my stomach. My head felt heavy and
my vision doubled. A flame was burning in my chest and
a river of sweat trickled down my back. The audience
began to rotate slowly, then fast, until they were lying
horizontally on top of one another. A scream echoed
across the theater. Wincing through the throbbing pain
in the back of my head, I saw his head of black hair and
a cynical glare underneath it. Within seconds, the room
became dark and silent, like the blackbox.

were talking about!” The three men gathered around me
and eagerly shook my hand. I felt like a puppy
surrounded by children. Suffocating on the stench of
cologne and tobacco, I asked James where I could
freshen up.
The downstairs bathroom was within James’
home office, which was full of bookcases stuffed with
magazines. On his desk, a frog-shaped paperweight sat
on a paper with URGENT stamped on it in red. I peered
out the french doors of the office. The men were
huddled around the coffee table in the parlor. I snatched
the paper, an IRS notice. I felt a smirk grow onto my
face. The 5-digit number on the notice stuck out like a
sore thumb, and it had been strategically placed right
under the paperweight. I looked through the door at
James. I thought back to how, when I first met the man,
I’d noticed how his hair was obviously dyed black and
his wrinkles were plastered with makeup. Some flaws
were easy to hide, some more difficult.
***
I gulped the last bit of tea and sighed. “The last
time we spoke was on the car ride to the final
performance of Bye Bye Birdie. I confronted him about
what I saw in his office, even though I knew I shouldn’t
have.”
“You know it’s a crime to look at someone
else’s mail, right?” Wendy asked.
“I think it’s just illegal to open it.”
She rolled her eyes. “Whatever. It was still
wrong. I would have responded the same way if I were
him. At least you left it at that.”
I squeezed my teacup’s thin handle. “I didn’t. I
asked him if that’s the reason he put me on the pills, so
I’d be better, and we’d make cash more quickly.” My
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THE TRUE PUPPETEER
Ben Wilson
“I’m above land...but it is broken. I’m certain I’m
in the Keys, but I don’t recognize any landmarks…” I
trailed off above the ocean blue, staring down at the
disorganized puzzle of islands. We were the 19th flight of
the day on the return journey from a simulated bombing
run. The sun began to move west as the day stretched on,
but the pretty view was escaping the minds of the flight
mates.
“If we had just gone west, we would have made it
by now,” grumbled one of the flight mates.
“Negative, I’m convinced we are above the Keys.
We need to be going Northeast to reach Ft. Lauderdale,” I
retorted. “We must be there...we don’t want to fly over the
Gulf of Mexico if we don’t have to.”
“We must’ve gotten lost after that last turn,”
Powers remarked. “Our compasses seem to have
malfunctioned as well.”
I looked at my navigational instruments,
confirming his observation.
“Listen, Lieutenant. I think we should fly towards
the setting sun; I don’t think we are flying over the Keys,”
Bossi advised.
“That’s ridiculous. Where else could we
conceivably be?” Stivers asked, his plane beginning to
drift.
A gust of wind had set us off course earlier in the
day, and with us being the nineteenth flight sent to
complete the bombing run, we would lose the light in a
matter of hours.
“Flight 19, do you copy? This is FT-74. I’m
approaching your location. Can you confirm you are in the
Keys?”
“Affirmative,” I sighed with relief. Perhaps this day
wouldn’t end in embarrassment for my navigation ability
after all.
“Dammit, if we could just fly west, we would get
home; head west, dammit,” muttered one of the flight
mates. I swiveled my head to the adjacent planes. The
transmission kicked back on.
“Is everything alright over there, Flight 19?”
“Uh, yes. See you soon, FT-74.”
***
The sky turned a brilliant shade of orange,
providing one last vestige of color before night would fall.
We never passed or heard from FT-74 in the 3 hours that
followed. It was instead replaced with silence, as a subtle
uneasiness had crept into everyone. We had simply been

waiting for the transmission, which was taking its sweet
time to activate. When it finally did, I patched it through.
“Hello? Do you c-bzzzt. Flight 19? I’ve re-bzzzt…”
“Is that from FT-74?” I asked Bossi.
“Yes, Lieutenant.”
“What’s the issue then? Should we change
transmitters?”
“No, the signal itself is weaker. It’s much further
away than it was 3 hours ago.”
“So, you’re telling me…”
“Yes, Lieutenant. We were never in the Keys. FT74 never passed us because we were heading deeper into
the Atlantic while he was heading into the Gulf of Mexico,”
Bossi said, his voice devoid of emotion. “With how long
we have been headed northeast, we have no chance of
reaching the East Coast with the amount of fuel we have
left.”
I heard a few gasps from the youngest among our
flight. We couldn’t even hope for a safe landing in the
ocean. The hull integrity of the plane class we were using
would completely collapse upon impact.
“Gentlemen, it was an honor,” I stated. “This...is
not the way I wanted to die, and I can imagine all of you
feel the same.” I heard someone banging the console, a
lone sigh, and then complete and utter silence.
“When the first plane drops below 10 gallons, we
all go down together,” I instructed.
No one responded. Couldn’t blame them, really.
No matter how they felt, military discipline would see that
we would all end up at the bottom of the Atlantic. I was
the one who was wrong in the end; I failed my flight
mates. Because of me, no one within my vicinity would
ever see their families again, nor ever see the sunrise
again. I waited until the first plane informed me that they
were at 9 gallons, before the rest followed in unison. I then
looked to the ocean, my final resting place.
The plane descended violently. As the
mesmerizing blue approached, I thought about my life, my
friends, my family, my dreams...all were blending together
in the ocean below as my memory contorted in tandem.
They say a captain should go down with his ship,
and...having spent so much time in the Pacific, I didn’t
mind my grave being at sea. I braced for the worst, but it
never came. It must’ve been hours, or at least it felt that
way, before I realized I wasn’t in the cockpit of my plane
anymore.
The area that surrounded me was one of silence,
yet I sensed life all around me. However, it was muted,
faded. Gray mist permeated the many caverns and
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mountains that etched an endless sky. What I assumed to
be people littered the plateau, with only vague attire
marking any features of who they may have formerly
been. I saw uniforms from Hungary, Germany, India,
France...and outfits I couldn’t recognize. All had neutral
expressions, and almost looked like mannequins. A
rumble was heard from the clouds above, just as colorless
as the rest of the timeless realm.
“Good day to you,” a voice echoed above.
I stared into the clouds, the only object that was
correctly colored, and saw what looked to be an oldfashioned puppet descend. The wooden legs haplessly
fastened to him swayed in a small breeze, his eyes hollow.
The aged oak contrasted with the colorless dimension,
and a rudimentary smile was plastered on his face.
“And you might be…?”
“How rude of me. I am Udoloni, the overseer of
this place,” the puppet informed me. “I am most
interested in the decision you shall make, my friend.”
“And what choice would that be?”
“Your preservation, of course.”
“I don’t think there’s anything you can do to save
me at this point in time.”
“Ah, but that is the beauty of this place, my friend,
you have all the time in the universe to make your final
decision.”
“So what is this choice?”
“Closure, for your family. Those who are denied
the final fate of their beloved wallow in misery, I simply
exist to have no inconsistencies in a linear time scale. It’s
beneficial to the both of us...however, there is a price.”
I silently waited for him to continue.
“See, in order to gain closure for one, you must
deprive another of the same.”
“Wouldn’t that create a perpetual loop of
sacrifice?”
“You’d think so. But many have infantile delusions
of not wanting to have that on their conscience, being
sent to heaven or hell to regret their decision. So instead,
they remain here forever, as blank slates to carve to my
will. I’m interested to find if you shall be a master, or a
slave.”
“Pardon?” I inquired.
Udoloni gestured upward. Bound together by
string, I saw Bossi, Stivers and Powers dangling above
me. Tears ran down all of their cheeks.
I collapsed to the floor. Udoloni smiled and
stopped his dance.
“So let’s reevaluate the proposed question, my
friend.”
“I’m sorry,” I muttered.
“What was that?”
“I’m sorry...I’ve failed you all twice now,” I stated,
with more conviction. I then stood up, turning my gaze to

“Master morality values pride and power, and
slave morality encompasses kindness, empathy, and
sympathy. Will you choose your own salvation, or will you
be a slave, and show empathy, keeping another alive as
your name is forgotten?” Udoloni danced around, as his
marionettes blankly stared.
“I have no clue as to why you’re calling me a
slave, when your strings extend to the heavens,” I said,
feigning confidence.
“Yes, but in my view, emotional and mental
shackles are far more cumbersome than physical ones,”
Udoloni gazed at my badges. I knew instantly what he
was insinuating. “Wouldn’t you agree?”
I stayed silent.
“You wear the attire of military personnel from the
1940s, tell me, did you serve in the Pacific or Europe?”
“The Pacific.”
“Ah, wonderful. I’ve had many recent arrivals from
there, so many secrets to tell, so many choices to
speculate over…”
“Is that all you see? A trove of decisions instead
of human beings?”
“Well, of course I do. Decisions craft human
beings, and you should always be in control of your fate,
your future. And be glad that you ended up with me, even
offering you a choice. That’s something the guy upstairs
and the devil below wouldn’t afford you,” Udoloni stated,
with the stationary smile seemingly growing larger with
glee.
“I can’t do that. I can’t sacrifice another life just to
have mine removed from secrecy.”
“So you would deny your family closure? Have
them ponder for decades as to their son’s, or relative’s
final fate?”
“I couldn’t consciously force another to have their
life stolen away just to spare my family from grief.”
“The ‘conscious’ part is key then, as you indirectly
led to the deaths of all your flight mates, through your
insistence that you were correct in your navigation,” The
puppet said.
“That’s...not fair.”
“Is it? I believe the rest would disagree with your
assessment of the situation, Taylor.”
Udoloni. “I refuse. I will not— and will never, take another
life, lest the fate of mine being known.”
“Then that shall remain the case forever more,”
Udoloni grinned.
The endless landscape shifted back into the
cramped cockpit. As I once again hurled towards the
ocean blue, I found myself harkening back to his question:
Who is the master? Water began seeping in, as any
remaining circuits fried. I grimaced and water poured
deep within my lungs. And who...is the slave?
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PARURESIS
Kiana Horne
“Hurry up, we need to catch the train.” I rubbed
Paruresis, also known as the fear of bathrooms, is
my head and quickly put on my shoes. I said goodbye to
a phobia I developed in 4th grade. And you might
my mother and left with Hide for the train station.
question, how does someone have a fear of bathrooms at
As Hide and I parted to go to school, he turned to
such an early age? I was born in Japan and when I was
me and yelled
younger my parents used to tell me folk tales, good and
“Don’t get dragged to hell, Haru!” he said.
bad. But at a certain age, you stop believing in those tales.
I walked into school, changing my shoes at my
But what if I told you, I had the weirdest experience?
locker seeing my two friends Seiji and Asahi waiting for
I woke up to my alarm blaring at 7:30, I groaned
me,
into my pillow and hit the stop button on my clock. I got
“We heard your brother yell at you on the
out of my bed and changed my clothes for school. I
sidewalk.” Seiji snickered while Asahi patted my back.
dragged myself into the dining room seeing my older
“What was he yelling about anyway?” Asahi
brother Hide, already eating,
asked,
“Look at you, Haru. You need to get ready faster,”
“He was telling me this stupid story about this
my mother said while giving me my plate.
ghost girl who haunts the bathrooms.” Suddenly I see
“Thanks,” I grumbled, looking down at the food.
Seiji’s eyes light up and a smirk comes on his face, I
Hide laughed at me and rustled my hair. I tried slapping
should’ve kept my mouth shut.
away his hands. I sighed, another day of school, huh?
“A GHOST GIRL?” Seiji exclaims. I was already
Great.
getting a headache from how loud he was, I pinched my
“You better get that sad look off your face or
nose bridge and waved him off,
Hanako-san will haunt the bathroom tonight” he
“I’ll explain more at lunch.” I started to walk to
exclaimed.
class without them as they ran to catch up. As classes
“Hanako-san?” I raised an eyebrow at him,
went by, I couldn’t stop thinking about Hanako-san, most
“Yeah, it’s that girl who haunts the bathroom
because she died in there and if you make her angry, she’ll likely because my dumb brother ingrained it into my head.
The lunch bell rang, and people got up to go sit with their
drag you down the toilet to hell!” I rolled my eyes not
friends in the classroom or have a break. I was deep into a
amused,
daydream when I was rudely interrupted by an aggressive
“And how does someone summon this so-called
shake on my shoulders,
ghost girl Ha-Ha-” I couldn’t say her name
“Tell us about the toilet girl,” Seiji
right.
demanded. I shook my head and explained
“Hanako- san.”
Yeah, yeah, yeah. I placed my chin on
“Go to the third everything my brother had told me that
morning.
my hand, my mom scolded Hide,
stall in the girl’s
“Are you ready to be a ghost hunter,
“Stop scaring your brother.”
Haru?”
Seiji
asked me with a mischievous
“I’m not, I’m not.” He got up to put the
bathroom, knock
glint on his face while Asahi stood behind him
dishes away and winked at me. I groaned
on it three times, eating his food.
again. As he was washing the dishes he said
“NOW? ARE YOU CRAZY—” I
from the kitchen,
and ask her if
exclaimed. I looked Seiji dead in the eyes and
“All you have to do is take a couple of
she is there.”
felt no resistance, he was serious. Oh god, he
friends into the girl’s bathroom-” I looked at
was serious,
him disgusted, THE GIRL’S BATHROOM?
“Seiji we can’t do it now obviously a
THIS HAS TO BE A JOKElot of girls will go to the bathroom.” I saw Seiji start to sulk
“I didn’t finish freak. Go to the third stall in the
as he puffed his cheeks out and started to whine,
girl’s bathroom, knock on it three times and ask her if she
“But I wanna see the ghost~” I smacked his head
is there.”
and he whimpered. Then he grabbed my arms in
“How do you know if she’s there?’ I asked him.
retaliation, and soon we began to wrestle. Asahi looked
“First you’ll see a little girl with a bob cut and a red
quite disappointed and smacked me and Seiji on the back
dress. Then she’ll pull you down the toilet to hell, leave a
of our head. We yelped and glared at him.
bloody handprint on the door or you’ll see her in the
“Why don’t we just go after school? Not a lot of
mirror.” Chills went up my spine. Whatever, this couldn’t
people will stay behind since it’s a Friday.” Seiji and I
be true right? I started to question myself, but reality came
looked at each other, then Asahi.
back when Hide threw my bag at my head,
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“OF COURSE! GENIUS, ASAHI,” Seiji yelled and
patted him on the back, praising him how smart he was
while Asahi sweat dropped.
“Fine, fine, fine. After school, we stay after and go
to the third-floor girls’ bathroom, alright?” I said already
regretting this decision, knowing that I caved into my
brother’s stupid folk tales. I slammed my head into my
desk knowing this was the dumbest thing I’d ever done.
The bell for the end of the school day had finally
rung. As I was packing up my stuff, I saw Seiji’s eyes
roaming all over my face, almost as if to say you better not
chicken out you wuss. I nodded my head and motioned for
them to start walking. We went up the stairs and made our
way into the hallway of the girls’ bathroom, Asahi went
around the corner first, making sure no one was there, his
eyes shifted over the end and entrance of the hallway.
“Coast is clear.” He opened the door and held it
for us as Seiji rushed into the bathroom giggling. I
hesitated to go into the bathroom, I mean it was THE
GIRLS BATHROOM. I took a breath and walked inside. It
was dimly lit and honestly smelled pretty bad, something
I’d never thought about the girls’ bathroom. Asahi was
leaned against the sinks and mirrors while Seiji was in
front of the stalls,
“Which stall was it again?” Seiji questioned. I
pointed to the third stall and we all looked at each other.
“So, who's gonna summon the toilet girl?” Asahi
asked, Seiji shook his head,
“I just wanna see if she’s gonna jump out of the
toilet or not.” They both looked at me, no no no no please
this wasn’t even my idea- I panicked as I felt a hard smack
on my back,
“HARU YOU GET TO BE THE LUCKY
GHOSTBUSTER!” Seiji threw his hands up while Asahi
chuckled under his breath. Asahi grabbed my shoulders
and put me right in front of the third stall. I stood there in
silence, Seiji grabbed my hand and formed it into a fist,
“Come on knock on it three times.” I looked back
at them with pleading eyes, Asahi did a shooing motion. I
sighed and knocked on the door three times and asked,
“Hanako-san are you there?” My voice slightly
wavering. I turned back at Asahi and Seiji, to see both of
them giving me a thumbs up. I stepped into the stall and
closed the door. I looked around the stall searching for a
bloody handprint, I didn’t see any. I briefly looked down
the toilet just to affirm myself. I sighed in relief, wiping my
forehead, knowing what Hide said was all fake.
“There was absolutely nothing-” I said stretching
my arms out but I got no response. I looked side to side in
the bathroom and they weren’t there. I felt my heart rate
drop and my breathing becoming faster. I refused to look
in the mirrors in front of me and, instead, looked at my feet
and checked the rest of the stalls.
“Asahi? Seiji?” I pushed the doors open to every
stall, seeing if they were just messing around with me. I

took a deep breath and looked into the mirror and opened
my eyes widely, no Hanako-san. I was safe. I briefly closed
my eyes knowing this was all just a prank. As soon as I
reopened my eyes, my face turned pale, my palms
became sweaty and my mouth fell open. In the reflection
of the mirror was a little girl with a bob cut and red dress
standing right next to me, looking straight in the mirror but
slowly turning her head towards me. I quickly turned my
head to the side, she wasn’t next to me. This was real. I
screamed and ran out of the bathroom, bumping into two
people. It was Seiji and Asahi.
“Woah are you okay, Haru?” Asahi asked me,
seeing my disheveled state.
“WHERE DID YOU GUYS GO AFTER I WENT
INTO THE STALLS?” I yelled at them, both becoming
shocked at the anger and tone in my voice. Seiji shook his
hands frantically in the air,
“We thought this was a joke the whole time, after
you went into the stall we ran out.” I looked at them both,
seeing that both had sorry looks on their faces, I laughed.
“That’s okay guys, I knew Hide had tricked me
and kept pushing it into my head.” They laughed too, but
one question came up in my head,
“So which girl did you bring into the bathroom?
Mika?” I asked them. They both looked at each other, then
at me, “We didn’t bring anyone into the bathroom-” Seiji
said and Asahi nodded,
“We made sure no one else came into the
bathroom.”
I stared at them in awe and I smacked them both.
“Guys this isn’t funny, the jokes over already.”
Seiji yelped,
“But we AREN’T kidding.” My mouth dropped.
“Then who was that girl in the mirror-” I started to
feel gross, I felt Asahi grab my shoulder,
“It was probably your imagination Haru, Hide got
you good, didn’t he?” I pushed Asahi off,
“But I swear it was real!” She wasn’t next to me,
just in the reflection, waiting for something to happen.” I
stuttered, the guys pulled me along to go home.
“Yeah, yeah, yeah, you’re lucky we aren’t telling
Hide about this,” Seiji laughed. I was still in shock, was it
all just a lie I created in my head? They dragged me out of
school. When I got home, Hide asked me where I was. I
told him that I stayed after school and he said,
“Did you actually believe in Hanako-san?” he
laughs clutching his stomach as I went into my room
glumly. I threw myself on my bed, trying to process what I
saw. She was there, it was obvious. Red dress and a bowl
cut? It had to be her. Over the years I never forgot about
this even as I got older. I refused to use the bathroom
during school which later turned into not using the
bathroom in public, to only my house. I didn’t want to ever
see her again, even if she wasn’t real.
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was significantly more strained than before. She didn’t
say anything, just nodded before hurrying towards the
kitchen.
She walked away as fast as she could, brushing
past the only other customer as she slipped behind the
counter. Instead of handing the order through the small
window created specifically for that purpose, the
waitress pushed open the massive door and
disappeared into the kitchen.
Back in the dining area, Troy grinned
victoriously. He closed his eyes and sank further into his
seat, content to rest until his food arrived. His eyes were
shut for no more than a minute before a loud bang
roused him. The other customer was standing at his
table. It looked like she had slammed her fist on the
table, though why Troy couldn’t imagine. The woman
was tall, maybe 5’11 or so. Her hair was tucked in a
beanie, with the hood of her sweatshirt pulled over top,
leaving just the ends of her hair peeking out. She had on
a pair of boxers with grinning skeletons, a strange
choice considering it was January. Troy scoffed
internally. Trying to dress like a man when all she’ll ever
be is someone’s housewife. She looked like she was the
same age as the waitress, more or less. Strangely, she
had a pair of aviators shielding her eyes, even though
they were inside.
“Can I help you sweetheart,” he asked, grinning
sickeningly at her. If the waitress doesn’t work out it
wouldn’t hurt to have a backup. All she needs is a real
man to tell her how to dress, he thought. The girl
scowled at him.
“Leave Jennie alone,” she snarled. Troy sneered
at her.
“We were just having a nice little conversation is
all. She wasn’t bothered.” Troy wasn’t exactly sure who
Jennie was, but he figured the waitress was a good
guess.
“Yeah, she tell you that?”
“She didn’t need to tell me anything. Why don’t
you mind your own business little girl?” Faster than he
could react, he was grabbed by the collar and dragged
out of his seat. The girl was freakishly strong, holding
him high enough that his feet didn’t touch the floor. Troy
squirmed, trying to get out of her grip, but she didn’t
even seem phased. In fact, she raised him higher.
“You leave that girl the hell alone jerk, or I swear
to every god your miniscule brain can think of I will rip
your balls off and make you eat them.” Her face was
twisted into an almost animalistic snarl, and Troy could
feel her glare burning through him even though her eyes
were hidden. She tossed him to the ground where he
landed in a crumpled heap. The girl turned without
giving him another glance, dropping a crumpled bill on
the counter as she passed.

MONSTER
Anabelle Kluge
Troy’s knees creaked as he sunk slowly into the
booth. The small diner was reminiscent of the 50’s as
they normally are. The difference between this one and
all the rest was that this one actually looked like it
hadn’t been changed since the 50’s. Which made sense
given how small and isolated this town was. Troy
doubted that anything had ever changed here.
Not that it mattered. He didn’t want to live in
this decrepit little town, he just needed a place to stay
for a while. His life had taken a sharp turn for the worse
when his company was shut down for fraud and
embezzlement. As one of the higher ups, he had only
narrowly avoided being arrested. And that was only
because he managed to get out of town in time. As it
was all of his bank accounts had been shut down,
leaving him with just the money he had had on him. It
was enough to get him on a bus to the next town over
but no farther, at least not if he wanted to eat and stay
in a motel.
Troy wasn’t a fool. He knew that the next town
over wasn’t nearly far enough to keep him out of jail. So,
after stopping at the nearest convenience store for
some food, he started walking. He kept walking for
three days, only stopping to get more food or rest his
feet for a minute. He eventually came upon a small town
in the middle of nowhere and decided that it was out of
the way enough for him to stay for a few days. At least
until he could figure out a way to get more money.
As soon as he was settled in the small corner
booth he’d chosen for himself, the lone waitress came
buzzing over.
“Hello sir! What can I get for you today?” Troy
tried not to sneer. He didn’t think this woman, this girl
really, was worth his time in the slightest, but given the
situation he wasn’t really in a position to say so. Plus, he
thought, she’s pretty easy on the eyes. The waitress was
young, early twenties probably, and in Troy’s mind that
made her an easy target. He had nearly two and a half
decades on her, and he’d like to think he was charming.
She would be easy to manipulate and trick into giving
him money. That had been his job after all. He allowed a
small, cruel smile to twist his lips before answering.
“I’ll take a burger and your strongest coffee,
asap,” he said. The waitress beamed back.
“Coming right up sir,” she said, quickly
scribbling his order onto her notepad.
“Thanks doll,” Troy grinned, allowing his gaze to
drag up and down her body. He was too busy leering to
see the waitress’ smile drop and her face dip into a
frown. By the time his eyes were back on her face she
had already pasted a smile back on her face, though it
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before going back into the kitchen. Troy was left,
clothes rumpled, staring at the doorway with a Grinchlike-grin spreading across his face.
He left the diner, forgetting entirely about his
food. He plotted all the way to the town’s little inn,
where he immediately spent the remainder of his money
on the nicest room he could afford. After all, Troy was
sure there was no way a little girl could outwit him. By
tomorrow morning, he knew his life would be back on
track and there was no one who could stop him.
It wasn’t particularly difficult for him to figure out
where the Blackstone cottage was. It seemed all anyone
in this pathetic little town could talk about was the
Blackstones, or more specifically Andromeda
Blackstone. Her
unusual presence
in town, plus the
fact that he was a
newcomer in a
nice, if rather
dirty and worn,
suit, made it
remarkably easy
to get
information.
As night fell,
Troy began the
trek to the
cottage. He was
still in his suit,
because it was
honestly the most
practical of the
few clothes he
Ann Hecmanczuk
had managed to
throw into a bag
before leaving. All
he had was a couple of bright golfing shirts and a pair of
khakis, none of which would work for stealthy
infiltration. His plan was to break into the house, subdue
the girl, and then collect the money. He didn’t plan
anything beyond that, seeing as beating a girl would be
easy, and she was such a black sheep in the community
no one would believe her if she told them.
The cottage wasn’t very far away, and Troy had
only been walking for about twenty minutes when he
saw the house. It was rather big for a cottage, tucked in
between a few trees in a field of yellow flowers. As he
got closer to the house, he noticed that a window was
open in front. It’s like she’s asking to be robbed, the
dumbass, he thought. He carefully climbed in through
the window, not quite managing to be quiet as he
stumbled and almost fell into the house.
Once he was in, he started creeping through the
house, searching for the bedroom where he assumed

Jennie, who had been hiding in the kitchen the
whole time, poked her head out cautiously. Her eyes
widened when they landed on the money, and she
slipped out of the kitchen entirely. She picked up the
wrinkled bill reverently, at which point Troy was stunned
to see it was a hundred-dollar bill. The strange girl
paused at the door and smiled, waving slightly at
Jennie, before disappearing out the door.
At the same time, an old couple walked into the
diner, gaping at her girl as she passed. They hurried
over to the counter where Jennie was still standing.
“Jennie dear, was that Andromeda
Blackstone?” the old woman asked in a hushed voice.
Jennie nodded, still staring at the money in her hands.
At that moment
Troy seemed to
recover from his
shock and pulled
himself up into a
seat, cussing
loudly.
“That
bitch! She
could’ve choked
me, I could’ve
died! I’ll kill her!”
he said.
“Oh son,
you don’t want to
do that,” the old
man shook his
head. “The
Blackstone’s are
old money. No
one really knows
how they got it all,
but they’ve had it
for centuries, since before the Roman Empire even.
They’re a weird family, rumor is they keep all their
money stashed away in various houses. Andromeda is
the oldest daughter. I don’t know where the rest of the
family went, but she stays alone in a cottage just
outside the town limits. We hardly ever see her around,
it’s strange that she was even here. Anyways the point
is, you don’t want to go up against that family.” Troy
snorted.
“You said it was just her. I think I can handle
one girl.” Keeps all their money in their houses, huh? he
thought. A plan began forming in his mind, one that
could solve all his problems and teach the foolish girl a
lesson at the same time. The old man shook his head.
“Well, I tried to warn you,” he sighed. He turned
to his wife. “Let’s go sit down honey, give Jennie a
chance to get her wits about her before ordering.” They
walked off together, and Jennie shook her head slightly
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“You’re always so dramatic darling,” she said
softly. “But regardless, I’m sorry you had to walk
through the cold. I would switch with you, but you’re the
one with the talent for acting.”
“Well, you’re far better at ceramics than I am”
Jennie winked and grinned cheesily. Andromeda smiled
at her gently. “Your new statue looks lovely by the way,”
Jennie added.
“Don’t they always,” Andromeda said smugly.
“Yes, for the most part they do. I did notice that
this one looks an awful lot like the one from 1902. God
that one was such a dickhead,” Jennie pretended to
shudder.
“I suppose monsters don’t change much over
time,” Andromeda mused. “And I’d like to think that you
and I are leading experts on not changing”. Jennie’s
laughter was muffled as she pulled Andromeda closer
and laughed into her collarbone.
As they lay together, outside the sun began to
burn the dew off the flowers. As it rose, the light glinted
off the top of the ceramic statues standing together in
the field. Each one had a date scratched into the back,
starting at 1827 and ending with the newest addition at
2020. The newest one was not yet ravaged and worn by
the elements; the terrified wail clearly visible on its face.
The entire statue was so detailed, one could even see
how dirty and worn the statue’s suit was.

Andromeda would be. He came to a closed door, the
only one he had seen so far, and started to open it as
quietly as he could. Inside the room was even darker
than the rest of the house, and he squinted through the
opening trying to see what was there.
“Boo.” He shrieked and spun around. Standing
behind him, illuminated by the moonlight trickling in,
was Andromeda. She was dressed exactly as she had
been at the diner, down to the sunglasses. Only now,
instead of anger distorting her features, a malicious grin
stretched across her face. She grabbed him by the
shoulders and pinned him against the wall. He was
frozen with fear, though he likely wouldn’t have been
able to free himself anyways. Andromeda reached up
and ripped off her sunglasses, letting Troy see her eyes
for the first time. They were the last thing he saw before
the world went black, glowing in the most unnatural
way, almost gold in color.
The next morning saw Jennie walking up
towards the cottage, barely taking a glance towards the
field of flowers. She walked straight in the front door
and through the house until she reached the bedroom.
She kicked off her shoes and slid under the covers,
immediately tangling her legs with the other occupant of
the bed. Andromeda rolled over and blearily cracked
open an eye. It was still gold and glowing, but that had
never had an effect on Jennie, not once in the many
years they had spent together.
“Your feet are freezing,” Andromeda murmured.
“Yeah, well, I had to spend the night in town
and then hike out here. See if your feet aren’t cold after
that,” Jennie grumbled, burrowing deeper into the
blankets. Andromeda laughed quietly.
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WHAT SHE REALLY LOVED
Anna Bartlett
Foreshadowing moments diminished as grey lullabies crept up on me
A luminous voice repeated worries in my head
Knowing I've dampened what I really loved
Finding ease with the term "what's the point"
Presenting myself as a sacred heart
Inadvertently bashed in the rubbish
My disappearing acts of vengeance lost my company.
Worrying no longer for a dismissal to dust.
The room reacted as a chamber to my adolescence
Filled with lonesome alongside a wonder
My translucent eyes scamper around the room in a dizzy dismay
Only to be locked in on an everlasting stare
Reminding me to get back what you really love
Before it dissolves in what you believe in

SUMMER’S SKELETON
Maya Kozlov
Two reclined white lawn chairs
Color of morning frost
Sat in the lush green where couples shared
Their thoughts, and in them, got lost

Emily Larsen

Daiquiris and mojitos in hand
Bare skin darkening
Children prancing in nearby sand
Thick, moist air, sweltering
Green turned red and fell to the thickets
Summer’s skeleton was exposed
Boney oaks like the hands of the wicked
Reality’s mask decomposed
Now the two chairs sit empty
Burrowed in cold substance of their color
The ground beneath hard and icy
Vivid world now dormant and duller
Blue sky turned wintry storm
Feels universes away
Until a thin, frail branch forms
A bud, she’s here to stay
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GIRLS JUST WANT TO HAVE
FUN
Evelyn Kresse
I hate the sun. I hate it. Sometimes I wish it would
just go away forever and stop bothering me. It’s too
bright, too yellowy, and too cheerful. It forces its stupid
rays of light through the shades of my window. Why do
people like the sun? I get that it allows us to live and all
that shit, but it’s so annoying, it feels like someone is
constantly smiling down on me. I look at the blank piece
of paper in front of me, trying to find inspiration.
“Uggggggghhhhhhh,” I let out a breath before
grabbing the roll of duct tape that I keep on my desk and
going to the window. I tape every crack between the
shade and window ledge. Then I go back to my desk and
sit down again.
“Nic, I’ve got your laundry,” my mother says as
she opens my door.
“Ow!” I wince as my eyes adjust to the light
streaming in from the hallway.
“How do you even see anything in here?” She
asks, dropping the various colors of black and gray
clothing onto my bed. I shrug, picking at a hangnail.
“Don’t forget you have that party tonight,” she
walks to the door.
“What party?” I ask quickly, as my armpits start to
prickle.
“Janie just called and when I picked up, she told
me you guys were going to one. I think it’s at a guy named
Brandon’s house.” Janie has had a crush on Brandon
since the second grade, and I had always been forced to
play her wing-woman.
“She didn’t tell me about that, I’ll call her.” I give
up on my attempt to draw and leave the room with my
mother.
***
“What the hell Janie? I told you, I don’t want to go
to those stupid parties anymore,” I grip the phone.
“Come on Nicki, I need you there. Brandon invited
me!”
“Yeah, so what?”
“So what? You know I’ve liked him forever and
he’s finally started to notice me! I can’t do this without
you...please.” Her high-pitched nasally voice turns softer
and into the voice of the girl that I became friends with.
“Fine. But if I have to drive your drunk sorry-ass
home one more time, I swear—”
“Thank you, Nicki, you’re the best friend anyone
could ask for!”
“I’m serious Janie, I’ve had to take you home
eight—” The dial tone answers me.

***
I hear the door unlock, and my father comes in
holding his briefcase. Taking off his hat and coat he
comes into the dining room.
“What’s for dinner dear?” he asks.
“Pot roast, potatoes, and brussels sprouts.” A
loud clatter comes from the kitchen as my mother
answers. My father moves to the living room and turns on
the TV after fumbling with the antennas.
“Nice to see you too Dad,” I mumble, turning back
to my homework. My mother brings the food to the table
and we begin to eat in awkward silence.
“So, Nicole, have you looked at colleges yet?” My
father barely looks up from his plate.
“Yeah, actually I have. I really like Yale or maybe
Princeton.” My cheeks flush and a smile slowly forms on
my face at the sudden attention. I’m rarely of interest to
my father and my mother is too busy being a stay-athome parent to even notice me.
“That’s excellent honey!” My mom says. A smile
escapes her lips, and there is a certain gleam in her eye,
almost as if she is proud of me, proud that I am doing
something she had always hoped to do herself.
“Not going to happen,” my father chuckles as if I
just cracked a joke, “You’re a girl.” My smile immediately
disappears, and I get up from the table. I clench my fists
and my gums start to prickle.
“Oh, come on, George. You know that’s not fair,”
my mother says, her eyes following my motions. “Stay,
please Nicki. Your father didn’t mean that.” She frowns at
my father who is taking another helping of pot roast.
“You know what? I’m actually not that hungry,” I
leave the room, the hurt in my mother’s eyes is almost
enough to make me stay. Suddenly I can hear a heart
beating from somewhere close by. But unlike my pulse,
racing at an angry speed, this beating sounds calm and
relaxed. I look at the table, my eyes fixating on my father’s
neck. I can see his carotid artery moving up and down as
it gently sends blood up to his brain. My mouth becomes
sticky with saliva, and pain radiates from my canines.
“Nicole, what are you doing?” I look at my mother
whose eyebrows are raised. Then I look down at my
father’s neck. I jump back. Turning back to the hallway
where I was seconds ago, I ask myself, how did I get
here?
“Oh, um...I thought I saw a bug on his neck.
Never mind it was nothing.” I swallow my saliva, as my
stomach rumbles in protest. I shake myself and head up
to my room. That was...weird.
I put on a Rush T-shirt, faded Levi’s, and a black
leather jacket. I hate parties, why did I even agree to this?
For Janie, I remind myself, sweet, innocent, Brandonloving Janie. I take a deep breath and go downstairs. I can
hear the TV mixed with my father’s snores and the
clinking of dishes in the kitchen.
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“Hey, Mom,” I say entering the room. Her arms
are up to the elbows in soap, and bubbles parade around
the room.
“Hey, sweetie! You off to the party?”
“Yup.”
“Ok, have fun, but not too much fun. And don’t
forget to be home by ten.” She smiles at me knowingly.
“I love you, mom.” I side hug her awkwardly, and
she lets out a small gasp as if surprised by my sudden act
of emotion.
“I love you too, Nic,” her eyes crinkle at the
corners as she smiles. Her face seems tired, but her bright
emerald eyes sing with youth. She kisses the top of my
head, “Now go, and tell Janie hi for me.”
“I will, bye.” I head out the door and into my
second-hand Chevy.
***
“Nicki!” I hear Janie shout as soon as I cross the
threshold. Brandon has his arm around her, and I can see
that they are playing some kind of drinking game. I sigh,
some things never change. Janie runs over to me. Her
brown hair is curled, and makeup covers her face.
“I thought I told you not to get drunk,” I say,
looking at her wide smile and crazy blue eyes.
“I’m not drunk,” she says touching the tip of her
nose with both pointer fingers. I laugh, and she links my
arm with hers.
“Let’s get you a drink.” She leads me to the
backyard, filled with sweaty teenagers dancing to some
lame pop song.
“So, when did you and Brandon get so close?” I
ask as Janie hands me a drink. I give the drink to the
person next to me as Janie pours herself another glass.
“We were just talking and suddenly we clicked,”
she takes a sip of her drink, as someone pukes in the
bushes to our left.
“Right...” I eye her red lipstick and tight dress.
“Come on Nic, I’m serious. Is it so hard to believe
that a hot guy could like me for me?”
“No, I’m just saying you should be careful.”
“I’m being careful.” Janie downs the rest of her
drink.
“Okay, how many cups does that make now?
Five? Six?’’
“I already told you, I’m not drunk.” She rolls her
eyes, but someone bumps her and she almost careens
into the punch bowl. I grab her just in time. “Well, maybe a
little,” she mumbles.
“I told you! Now, why don’t I take you home
before you do anything stupid.” Janie pushes off of me.
“I’m fine. Anyway, Brandon said he’d drive me
home.”

“Really, that sounds wonderful. Have the drunk
guy hitting on you drive you home.” She squints at me.
“You’re being sarcastic, aren’t you?” I nod. “Well,
why should I take advice from you? You’re...you’re just a
weird punk that get-gets all A’s and is more interested in
reading...than...than actolly…actoally...actually listening to
the bands that are on your tee-shirt you wear.'' She
stumbles a little. Anger builds in my throat and my gums
start to itch.
“Well, you’re just a dumb teenager who is more
interested in losing her virginity than actually paying
attention to the classes that are the key to her future!” I
am yelling now, and a small crowd has gathered around
us. I pull her away from the group and to the side of the
house. “Listen, I’m sorry Janie. I just want you to be safe,
you’re my best friend.” Janie crosses her arms, glaring.
“You’re just jealous. Jealous that a guy like
Brandon actually likes me.”
“Jealous?” I laugh, my gums now screaming in
pain. “Why would I be jealous? I hate everyone that goes
to our shitty school!” Janie’s face turns as red as mine
feels.
“You're such a bi—”
“Hey, is everything ok here?” Brandon walks over
to where we are standing a smooth smile on his face.
Janie moves over to Brandon like a pathetic lamb fleeing
from a wolf.
“Yeah, Nicki was just leaving.” My fists begin to shake as
they put their arms around each other. I am too furious to
even speak.
“I should drive you home, babe, it’s getting late
and the party’s almost over.” Brandon looks at her with
the eyes of a predator, but Janie is too drunk to notice.
Something pierces my gums, the pain so powerful I slowly
fall to my knees. I sink my nails into the dirt to keep from
fainting. My ears start to ring, as blood fills my mouth. The
world runs around me in circles as nausea burns my
throat. Suddenly everything stops. I trace my tongue
around my mouth. Four long canines have erupted from
my jaw, sharped to a deadly point. Something inside of
me clicks, like a lost puzzle piece finally fitting into place.
“Hey, are you alright?” Brandon asks. I look up at
him smiling. Both Janie and Brandon stare back in shock.
The rage that had filled me before reaches its blood
simmering climax.
“I think I’ll take Janie home.” I lunge at Brandon,
sinking my newfound fangs into his carotid artery. Sweet
blood fills my mouth, getting all over my face. He doesn’t
even try to fight me, knowing that he has lost. I am the
predator, and he is my prey. Slowly Brandon’s body
grows cold as the life is sucked out of him. I smile as
Janie screams.
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SWEET OR SOUR
Billie Lieber
Inspired by Olivia Gatwood’s Bubblegum or Bruise
The boy was so sweet, I heard he tasted like candy
So sweet he smelled like vanilla
I wanted a bite
I wanted a whiff

Gibson Lusk

The boy was so sweet he saw me frustrated in chemistry class
So sweet he asked if I needed any help
I smelled the vanilla on his sleeve
I was hungry
The boy was so sweet he tutored me after school on Thursday
So sweet he brought cookies with him
I didn’t learn any chemistry that day
I felt the sugary taste of candy on his lips instead
The boy was so sweet when he held my hand in school the next day
So sweet when he asked me to the school dance
So sweet when he gave me chocolates on Valentine's Day
So sweet when we hugged and he still smelled like vanilla
The boy was so sweet he offered to help my best friend with her chemistry
So sweet he skipped our date to tutor her
So sweet when he said sorry, though
I could never stay mad at such a sweet guy
The boy was so sweet when our lips touched again
So sweet they tasted like mango this time
I was gonna ask him why
But I figured, he’s just sweet
The boy was so sweet when he started smelling like her coconut perfume
So sweet when he kept tasting like mango
Less sweet when he kept cancelling our dates
I asked him what was going on
The boy was so sweet when he cried
So sweet even his tears were syrup
But there was one thing he wasn’t sweeter than
Revenge.
The boy was so sweet when I walked into school the next day
So sweet he handed me sweet pea flowers as an apology
Too bad he doesn’t know
I filled his sweet, vanilla cologne with lemon juice
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WRONG COM
Clark Wanat
Nicholas shuffles out the school door, tripping
An iPod nano sits in the front pocket of
over his shoelaces, and collapses against the brick
Nicholas’s black skinny jeans, its wires twisting around
wall.
each other and knotting at his chin. Its cords sway back
Deep breaths, he thinks, but with every inhale,
and forth, hitting the sides of his face as he nods his
he’s overwhelmed by the smell of roses and perfume.
head to a soft rock beat.
Couples weaving down the sidewalk, initials engraved
Nicholas drags his hand against the wall,
into the concrete -- it’s all too much.
tracing an over-decorated bulletin board. Pink hearts,
Nicholas pushes himself to his feet, reenters the
purple hearts, red hearts. Big hearts, small hearts,
building, and withdraws a loose ten from his pocket.
human hearts. Bee mine, sole-mate, fruit date. Crooked
“On second thought, I’ll take two dance tickets.”
cut-outs of Valentine’s Day paraphernalia and terrible
puns litter the school of Eastwest High.
***
Nicholas dodges a series of red ribbons
hanging from the ceiling and rounds the corner to the
Nicholas folds the tickets over in his hand and
bus loop.
starts to run. He runs down the street, past his house,
“Candy hearts?” Two student council members
through Willgrove park, and... Hmm. He doesn't know
sitting at a dingy, red clothed table, extend a coin jar.
who he’s running to.
They shake it violently back and forth, pounding
Maybe Bridget? She’s the first person
the coins against the glass. “Only fifty cents a
who pops into his mind. Bridget with her curly
bag.”
“She’s
blonde hair, pale, golden freckles, and sugar rush
“Oh, er, I’m good.”
personality. New kid Bridget from the district
“Valentine’s Day dance tickets?”
watching
over.
“Also good.”
the stars;
He pictures himself at her door -- roses
The song changes, and Nicholas’s steps
in one hand, a boombox in the other. “I love
slow to a drag. The world’s a different color now
he’s
you.” That’s what he’d say, and she’d practically
-- red, and pale, and fading at the sides. His
watching
fall over at the words. With shaky breaths and
earbuds play music, but all he hears is her
flushed cheeks, she’d say, “I love you too.”
laughter.
her.”
She’d jump into his arms, and he’d catch her,
They’re on a roof in the middle of
and he’d carry her all the way to the dance.
December. She’s watching the stars; he’s
Nicholas sprints across the road and turns onto
watching her. She takes his icy hands and melts his
18th
street
where she lives. He can see her house -- it’s
heart.
practically lighting up, yellow in a sea of white and blue
He’s in her locker and she’s in his. And they’re
houses -- but his legs falter with every growing step.
late for every class, too busy talking in the halls. And his
It’s not Bridget; it’s… It’s Allie. Yeah, Allie. It
room reeks of her all-encompassing lavender scent.
was her all along. Allie with her large blue eyes and
And there’s boxes on her lawn, and a truck
wavy hair that’s always falling over her face. Allie with
parked on her street. And he’s hugging her goodbye till
her oversized sweaters and obsession with all things
she insists she has to leave. And his hand is empty, left
film. Allie that he’s grown up with since the third grade.
naked and bare-He’d run over to her house and throw acorns
Nicholas, disoriented and dazed, crashes into a
shells at her window. And she’d open the latch and lean
girl. A stack of disorganized papers erupts into the air
carelessly over the sill. And he’d climb up the gutter on
and flutter to the floor.
the side of her house to meet her.
“Oh my god, I’m so sorry.” Nicholas drops to
And a limousine would be waiting outside.
the ground, scrambling to collect the girls' papers.
Pulled by horses. A limousine pulled by horses. They’d
“No, no. I wasn’t paying attention.” The
pull up to the dance, enter on a red carpet, and tango,
beautiful stranger reaches forward, sweeping her stuff
yeah, tango the night away.
into a messy pile. Their hands meet and their eyes lock.
Friends, turned best friends, turned partners.
“You wanna go grab a cup of coffee?” Nicholas
The more he thinks about it, the more obviously right it
runs his fingers through his dark, jet-black hair.
sounds.
“What?”
“What?” Nicholas’s face turns as red as the
bulletin board behind him. “Uh, I dunno bye.”
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“Bad joke, not paying attention, you know.”
“Our conversations usually feel so natural.”
Nicholas swallows, and in an impulsive, zombielike fashion, grabs the back of Allie’s head. He smushes
his lips onto hers, his eyes wide open, and leaves them
there in a sort of trance.
Why don’t his lips feel electric? Why doesn’t his
heart feel ablaze? He pushes his lips deeper into her
face, as if the lack of contact was the problem, as his
face begins to burn. His lips are wet, not from tongue,
but from his own snot and tears. He’s crying.
Allie pulls away -- first mad, then confused, then
concerned.
“Nick? Nick, what’s wrong?”
Nicholas buries his head in his arms and speaks
through his muted palm. “I don’t know. I don’t know
what’s wrong with me. It’s not you. I just— I don’t—”
Nicholas runs out the school building with Allie
at his heels. He climbs up a rusty pipe onto a low
hanging roof and stares off distantly into the night sky.
He looks at the stars, shivers, and cries.
“Nick, I--” Allie hoists herself up onto the roof.
“Nick, talk to me. What’s wrong?”
Allie balls her arms and legs into her sweater,
and similarly begins to cry.
“No no no no no. What-- don't cry. I’m sorry for
being such an idiot jerkface. None of it had anything to
do with you.”
“It’s not that,” Allie sniffles. “I just-- I don’t like
being cold. I don’t like walking by myself to class, or
listening to songs in the past tense, or carrying the
weight of my own hand.”
Nicholas looks at Allie speechless. “Same. I—
same…”
“God, it’s so stupid. I just feel so alone.”
“And alone in that aloneness.”
“Yeah, and I guess I just wanted--”
“Same.”
Nicholas wraps his arms around Allie and hugs
her from the side. “So, the script changes you were
talking about earlier.”
“Yeah?”
“Tell me about them.”

So, Nicholas loops back around, passing the
park, his house, and the school yet again, and runs
down 22nd street, rehearsing conversation in his head.
“Do you wanna swing by the dance tonight?” he
mutters. “Do you wanna check out the Valentine’s Day
thing?” He arrives at her house, brick and boisterous,
and scrapes some acorn shells off her lawn. He winds
his arm back, makes note of the slight breeze, and-“Hey, Nick. What’s up?”
“Allie!” Nicholas flicks the acorn shell across the
lawn and drops his hand to his head. “Hey, Allie.” He
crosses his legs, like he’s leaning against an invisible
wall, and flashes a smile.
“You here for filming? ‘Cause, I’m really sorry,
but my tripod broke Monday, and I still haven't gotten it
fixed, and even if I had, it wouldn't matter since my
brother claimed the lawn for today. I revised the script
though, so you can help look it over if you’d--”
“No, er,” Nicholas chuckles. “I was actually
wondering if you wanted to go to the dance with me.”
Allie’s face freezes, temporarily processing the
information, and breaks into an animated smile. “The
dance? “Sure, I’d love to!”
“Okay. Okay, yeah, cool! I’ll pick you up at
7:00.”
“See you then!”
***
“I got you some punch.”
“Thanks.”
Nicholas and Allie stand in the corner of a dimly
lit gymnasium, watching couples sway back and forth
on the dance floor.
“Do you want to do that?”
“Uh, sure.” Allie downs her punch and tosses it
into a nearby bin. “I think this is the first dance I’ve been
to in a while.”
“Same.”
“The decorations are certainly… Thematic.”
“Yeah. Yeah, you think they could take it easy
on the reds. It looks like someone died in here.”
“Right? I think Cupid must’ve shot a few real
arrows.”
Nicholas laughs and hovers his hands over
Allie’s hips. “The um— the food. What do you think of
the food?”
“Oh, uh. It’s certainly alright.”
“That’s my favorite too.” Nicholas winces and
stumbles over his feet. “I mean, er—”
“Why is this so—”
“Wonderful?”
“Awkward.”
“I was just—"
“We normally—"
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SOMETIMES I WONDER
Celia Naharrow
Sometimes I wonder,
Am I in charge of my own life
Or am I predestined to become someone else
Do I have control of my own choices?
Or are they handed to me like voices,
Telling me what to do
Because I have no clue
Of what I will become if I don’t listen
And so, I sit there in silence
My head rumbling with violence
For the inability to escape
The feeling of being trapped
Trapped in a mind that doesn’t belong to me
Wanting to break free
Of this curse that we call life
Because what is life without freedom
And what is freedom without free will
My head can’t process all the emotions
So, I end going with the motions
But deep down I know
I will never be me
In a society that traps you in a path
That tells you how to act
Sometimes I wonder.

Anna Bartlett

A WOODLAND DISCO
Gwen Kozlowski
Earth’s eldest giants tower over the dancers
With streaks of light bending on their bark
And mist caressing the mossy floor
A multifaceted sphere twirls with a mind of its own
Reflecting radiance onto Gaea’s creations
A 70s fever dream surrounds them
As they move to the tune of nature
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bursts of sobs as he ran to the outskirts of the woods.
Addie knew that if she did not act quick, he would get
Damla Ozbilgin
away.
With one quick flick of her wrist, she sent the
knife
flying
forward. With a slight thunk, the boy fell to
“And with the twist of her knee, she felt a pain
the
ground,
but quickly got back up. Addie saw blood
flame up in her leg, falling to the ground with a cry.”
drip
down
from
his elbow.
One of the girl’s legs was up on the hospital
The
only
way to catch him now would be to
bed, the other dangling down, foot just barely touching
run
faster
than
him.
Taking off in a sprint, she pushed
the ground. A doctor walked by, right past her room.
through
the
bushes,
mud flying up and landing on her
With her was a nurse, jotting down her information on a
pants.
He
was
growing
tired, she could see. Addie still
piece of paper attached to a clipboard.
had
energy
left
in
her.
With
one last burst, she caught
“Name?” The nurse asked.
up
to
him,
pulling the collar of his
“Addie Smith,” she replied.
shirt.
He
shrieked
as she pulled her
“Reason for visit?”
“He was sprinting away from knife from his shoulder,
where it had
“I hurt my leg.”
her,
letting
out
bursts
of
sobs
lodged
earlier.
“And the cause of the injury?”
totally fell. Twisted my knee as I
Addie was completely calm as
as he ran to the outskirts of the “Iwent
down. It got pretty swollen
she retold the story, putting in just
woods.
Addie
knew
that
if
she
about
twenty minutes later.”
enough detail.
tried to struggle, but she
“I was practicing for my dance
did not act quick, he would get kept herHe
grip
firm. Addie lifted the
class,”
away.”
knife,
preparing
to stab down, when
She followed them out into the
the
boy
finally
ripped
away, sending
woods. It was dark, quiet, and she
her
off
balance.
And
with
the
twist
of
her
knee, she felt
could feel their trembles. There was little light that night,
a
pain
flame
up
in
her
leg,
falling
to
the
ground
with a
as the moon was covered by clouds. The ground under
cry.
As
Addie
went
down,
she
extended
her
knife
her feet was soggy, leaving mud on her shoes as she
wielding arm, the sharp end of the blade cutting the
walked through the fallen leaves, searching for her prey.
boy’s throat, just barely. Addie hit the ground, falling
“I had broken my ankle a few months ago, and
into the mud. The boy fell right after her, blood
it was still healing.”
beginning to drip down from the gash in his neck.
The trees were keeping them well concealed,
Pulling herself up, Addie limped over to him,
but all Addie needed was one small slip up, one snap of
watching
his eyes as he gasped for breath.
a twig, to tell her where they were. She could hear the
“Why
would you do this?” he choked out.
light sound of breathing, a panicked, quick breath
Getting
onto
one
knee, Addie whispered, “Because I
coming from behind a tree. In her back pocket, she
can.”
gripped the handle of a knife. Sweat from her palms
She plunged the blade into his chest.
dripped down the blade as she made her way forward,
“And that’s how it happened.” She was calm
silently moving through the trees. The breathing turned
as she finished her story. The nurse was nodding
into a sob, but just as fast, was cut off.
along as she explained.
“I was a little off balance from my ankle, you
“You’re going to need an x-ray,” she said.
know. Anyway, we were doing jumps.”
Addie followed her into the x-ray room, where
On her shirt was a small red dot, which she stared at in
a doctor was waiting. She prepared for it, getting up
disdain. “Oh well,” Addie muttered. “I guess I wasn’t
onto a table while the doctors went into another room,
expecting them all to be perfect.” Back on the prowl,
connected through a glass panel.
she had one down, three to go. Blood dripped down
From behind the glass, they were examining
from her knife as she walked, leaving a small trail behind
the x-ray. “That’s strange,” the nurse said, looking
her. She stopped at a fallen log, stepping onto it, she
carefully. “She said that she broke her ankle a few
looked down to find two terrified faces staring up at her.
months ago.”
“Boo.”
“Are you sure?” the doctor replied. “I would
“Jumps can be hard sometimes! I thought I
think
we
would be able to see it on this.”
would be fine with it, but I guess I was trying too hard to
“I’m
certain,” the two of them looked at the
land on my good ankle.”
young
woman,
lying on the table. “After all, why would
The screams that came from the two were
she
lie?”
enough to alert the fourth one to where she was. Luckily
for her, the boy made the grave mistake of leaving his
hiding place. He was sprinting away from her, letting out

PSYCHOS AND ANKLES
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The Wildwoods
Caitlin Hamilton

THE CHASE
Imani Tigney

Outside the doctor’s office, though more a
shack than an office, Dr. Williams and his wife were
sitting on the porch. No doubt the old lovebirds were
griping about the noisy kids.
“Mr. Nathan!” Speak of the devil.
“Hey there, Miss Charlotte.” He grinned down at
the small girl. She beamed up at him, a squirming kitten
held in her thin arms.
“Didja see anything cool while you were out?”
“Oh sure, a mountain lion.”
Charlotte gasped, “A mountain lion?” Nathan
chuckled and gave her a nod.
Before he could tell the tale, someone
screamed from the store.
“Help! Thief!”
Nathan whipped around, only to see a masked
figure jumping onto a white horse. With a shout, the
horse took off.
“Nathan!” Charlotte cried, her brown eyes wide.
“I’ll get him, don’t you worry.” Nathan flashed
her a quick grin, trying to reassure them both. He
quickly swung up his leg, mounting South once again,
“Come on, boy!”
South’s hooves beat down onto the trodden dirt
path as he lurched forward. Nathan urged him to go
faster, although the horse was never really known for his
speed.
The thief had put a decent distance between
them, a bag of coin jingling at his side.

T

he plains burned gold in the afternoon
sun, dried grass nearly matching its
color. The flat landscape would have
gone on forever if not for the distant mountains of
orange, stark against the blue sky.
Well, that and the rather large ranch built in the
center of the field.
Nathan sighed as South neared the gate,
patting the black Shire’s neck, “Alright, boy.”
As they passed underneath the poorly
constructed excuse of an “entrance”, Nathan
dismounted. Leading South towards the stables, he
nodded in the guard’s direction.
“Nice to see you uninjured, Nathaniel.” Percy
sniffed, attempting to be subtle with his disdain.
Nathan greeted him through clenched teeth,
“Afternoon, sir.”
The ranch was bustling with activity, as usual.
Caitlin Hamilton
Chickens strutted around, a few ladies hung the laundry
and gossiped about some cute boy in town. Cowhands
kept watch over the cattle pen, a few of the newer hires
daring each other to jump the fence and smack Ol’
Devil’s flank. Nathan had made that mistake in his
younger years; he still had the scar from that damned
bull.
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The man looked over his shoulder, his mask
now off. Nathan’s heart skipped a beat as he realized
two very important things.
One, this was the infamous Duke. A criminal
known for robbery, murder, and currently wanted by at
least three different towns.
And two, he was incredibly attractive.
Duke’s full lips smirked, his dark eyes roaming
over Nathan even as he fled a crime scene. His dark
skin was slightly flushed, only a shade lighter than the
short black hair underneath his hat.
Nathan frowned as Duke slowed his horse
down, until he was only a few feet away.
“So, cowboy,” Duke grinned over his shoulder.
“You gotta name? Or should I keep calling you goodlooking?” Nathan flushed, taken aback. Is he serious?
From this distance, he could see Duke’s cheeks
dimple and the way the scars across his face wrinkled
whenever he smiled. The sharpness of his cheekbones
contrasting with the soft swoop of his nose. Foolish
things poets would praise in sickeningly lovesick
verses.
“Are you gonna come with me willingly, or do I
have to drag you back?”
Duke raised his brows, “Well, normally I’d go
anywhere with you, but I have a feeling we have two
different ideas.”
“Shut it.” Nathan glared at him. The distance
between them was still too far for the lasso, but Duke’s
horse was maintaining its speed.
“Name’s Duke, cowboy. Though I
figure ya already knew.”
“‘Course I knew,” Nathan rolled his eyes. “The
notorious bastard.”
Duke feigned a gasp, “Ouch! That hurt.”

not?!”

“Are you gonna shut up and come with me or

“‘’Fraid not.”
“Fine then.”
Nathan gritted his teeth. Faster than most
people could draw their gun, he withdrew his lasso.
Duke opened his mouth to protest, but was cut off when
the rope yanked him off of his horse.
He hit the ground with a thud and Nathan
couldn’t help but let out a snort. The cowboy quickly
hopped off of South and fastened the rope around
Duke’s hands.
“I don’t think the sheriff will be too pleased with
you.”
“I’d rather please you,” Duke shot back, even as
sweat beaded on his forehead. “Can’t ya just let me go?
Pretty please?”
Nathan shook his head, both rejecting his pleas
and trying to quell the heat in his cheeks.
Abruptly, Duke smashed the back of his head
into Nathan’s, darting away and slipping out of the
lasso. He smacked South’s flank and the shire bolted,
running towards a small outcropping of rock.
Nathan swore, pinching his nose. When the
stars finally left his vision, he saw Duke racing away on
his white horse. The wanted man looked over his
shoulder and winked.
“See ya around, cowboy!”
“Damn you!” The cowboy snarled, even as his
face burned.
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Sofia Tran

to contend with, but he pushed forward in his craft
regardless.
Simon stepped out onto the main deck, feeling
the high altitude winds. He was a tall and slim man, with
angular features and similarly sharp hazel eyes. Despite
his status, he wore very standard fashion: suspended
pants over a ruffled white shirt, and a bowler hat. Swiping
a newspaper off a nearby stand, he was glad not to hear
the typical whirring, clanking cacophony outside his home
in the East American Mortalist District.
The Daily Crow: September 6, 1896.
Usually, Simon couldn’t be bothered to read anything past
skimming the headlines, but today’s stories snared his
attention.
10,000 arrive at the gates of the EAMD, mass exodus from
Maryland fishing town.

Sean Kalchbrenner

It seemed that yet another town was so crippled by the
actions of transcendentalists that it was worth
abandoning their home. Half of the world's population
already lived in the 12 mortalist districts, and Simon knew
that number would increase exponentially in coming
years.
Painter Simon Klokov prepares gallery for exhibition,
touring to all mortalist districts.

S

imon Klokov stood in the cargo hold of the The
Archangel, all around him crew members
uniformed in gray vests and caps effectively
storing the last of his artwork.
He watched while the final piece of his gallery was
wrapped: An image of two dancing figures, brilliantly
bright against a swirling, ocean-like background. He had
decided he was somewhat satisfied with the piece, the
deep blue paint imported from the West African Mortalist
District having much richer undertones than he expected.
Although, he thought to himself, The edges of my
strokes are still too prominent, and the composition as a
whole feels eager, aggressive, anxious even. I want it to
exude power still, but a wise sort of power.
He ruminated on possible improvements, walking
past the dozens of paintings stacked against the wooden
walls. Some of these works were more successful than
others, but all of them were viscerally drawn from his lived
experience, catalysts for his constantly evolving
perspective. Although a prodigious artist since he was a
child, he had recently come to feel shadowed by the
notion that his art had plateaued. It was a difficult feeling

Simon was reluctant to see his name in the paper.
He knew it was necessary for his business, but it still
almost felt like an invasion of privacy to see his ventures
displayed on such a pedestal. He felt a slight pang of
nervousness thinking of his tour, which was amplified
drastically by the next article.
Violent transcendentalist conflict in Central Mortalist
airspace, Judas’ Falcons confirmed present.
Simon felt his guts twist a little as he intently read
the details. He knew that Judas’ Falcons were the most
powerful transcendentalist group in America, possibly the
world. The article described the sudden ambush of
another airship by the Falcons, who were identified by
their sigil of red wings, attempting to seize the ship's
cargo. However, their target fought back and an intense
firefight began in the sky. No more than a few minutes
afterwards the other airship was a flaming wreckage
outside the district walls, Judas’ Falcons disappearing
behind nearby mountains. Though it was certainly a fright
to some, no mortalists were harmed, and so the pact of
non-aggression remained intact.
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As Simon was reading, the captain of the ship
appeared at his side: Mr. Percy, a burly and eccentric man
in a brown coat with long tails. Skimming the paper, he
snorted, and spoke in irritance to Simon without looking
from the page.
“Disgusting. More young souls throwing their lives
away while trying to commit crimes against nature. Ya
know, we’ve taken to calling them Icarans in my family,
because most of them end up plummeting to earth
burning or full of lead. It's a damn shame, what they’ve
made of the world, isn’t it sir?”
“Indeed.” Simon replied dryly. The other man
went on, clearly the type that would vent to any ears given
the opportunity.
“I mean, you’d think that after 60 years of this
desperation they would’ve found it by now, what with all
the awful things they do with people. But, they just end up
with atrocity after atrocity. Even if they do finally discover
it, I bet we’ll still be a long ways from peace.”
Simon closed the newspaper in his long, sinewy
fingers and stared into nothing. Normally he would simply
pretend to listen and be on his way, but the captain’s last
comment stirred something within him.
“For most people I agree,” he said, “immortality is
just a means of permanent indulgence and living beneath
impulse without consequence. But one can wonder…
what if it was someone truly benign? Someone with an
honorable cause beyond themselves? Would some
people of the world even consider them an incarnation of
God, or whatever greater power they believe in?”
“...P-pardon sir?” Mr. Percy stuttered, caught off
guard by the sudden contemplation.
“Ah, never mind. Disregard my ramblings.” said
Simon, turning on his heels and heading back to his
cabin. He tossed the newspaper over the side of the
airship, and it began its long fall to earth.
***
Later in the day Simon stood alone on the stern,
feeling the engine’s energy pulsing through the pipes
along the side of the ship. He couldn’t help but wonder if
it gave him the same comfort that sailors of old would feel
from the waves, venturing forth into risk.
His airship, The Archangel, was a top-of-the-line
mid-size model, sporting gorgeous brass pipes and
ornamentation with a sleek red paint job that Simon
personally approved. The massive zeppelin structure that
held her body in the air was emblazoned with a black
skull, the universal symbol for mortalist vehicles. Simon
found it almost comical that the symbol once used to
represent piracy now warded against it.
Several hours of silence passed, The Archangel
floating high above free land and small towns. Simon was
pondering what facets of freedom made the risk of pillage

worth bearing for the people below, when the stillness
was decisively broken.
“PORT SIDE! ALL HANDS TO STATIONS!” a voice
cried out from the crow’s nest. Simon casually turned his
head as he heard the crew launch into action behind him.
Seems the devil now only needs a thought to justify its
arrival. He thought to himself.
Another airship had surged up through the clouds
alongside them, and it was certainly not mortalist. She
was smaller than The Archangel but far older and more
armed, her body covered in a chaotic scrawl of murals
and her deck obscured by raised walls. The most
unnerving part of the ship, however, were the ornaments
that hung off the bow on wires, no doubt the cause of the
crew’s distress. Dozens of pale and lifeless bodies,
evidently exsanguinated, floating gently in the wind like
horrible puppets.
A crewmate tugged at Simon’s arm, eyes filled
with latent fear. “Sir, please get below decks! It's not safe
up here!”
Simon was startled, but then angrily pulled his
arm back. “Silence. They will not act. There is a pact for a
reason, and it will not be broken today. Keep your heads
on straight and they’ll leave us be.”
He looked up at the ring of eyes painted in faded
white on the other ships zeppelin and recognized it as the
mark of the Sons of Cipactli. The group was known for
their particularly inhumane methods of pillage and
research, and frightening mortalist crews as a pastime.
Several anxious minutes passed with the crew
tensed in silence. Finally, the airship drifted away from
The Archangel, the silhouettes of the bodies sure to
remain in the minds of the crew for years to come.
As awful as they were to look at, Simon knew
those bodies were simply a byproduct of the pursuit all
transcendentalists faced: The perfecting of blood, mixing
and altering it with new chemicals and natural elements of
the world, then transfusing it into bodies in hopes of
discovering immortality. For this practice both blood
supply and bodies were needed, acquired through other
transcendentalists or the populace of towns. Groups
would often attack and kill each other for the possibility of
obtaining rare materials to use in experiments.
Night fell, and Simon retreated to his room. Falling
on his bed, he glanced at his golden watch. There was a
meeting tomorrow at the trading post they planned to
stop at, one he had been planning for quite some time. It
may even change the course of his career, depending on
how well it went. Laying on his back in a pitiful effort to
sleep, he tried to wrap his head around everything that
made up the world as it currently was, and become lost in
ideas of art.
***
Simon was born to a poor, single mother in the
slums of the EAMD. She nurtured him as best she could
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despite her substance addictions, though at a young age
he still had to learn to provide for himself. As he aged, his
world forcing him to mature quite rapidly, he realized that
his mother’s love came only from a place of selfishness.
To her it was a means to justify her existence, the rest of
her life in lying shattered pieces around her.
He formed great ambitions in his youth, and this
made her anxious of his departure. Her habits grew
worse, until one night when Simon was 12 she lashed out
at him in desperation, and attempted to bind him in a
cage to save herself from her own mind.
He ran without looking back and lived hungry on
the streets of the city. But absorbing the way the city and
its people moved, acted, even felt, ideas sprang his head.
He began selling meager drawings to passersby for
pocket change, which he then used to buy better
materials. It allowed him to survive, but Simon was almost
keener on feeding his growing artistry than himself.
At 16 his art had become a local phenomenon,
and he was sought out by the most prestigious art
university in the EAMD for a full ride scholarship. He
educated himself, diving deep into the history of art. It
was there he discovered something that troubled him and
would continue to trouble him through his rapid rise to
fame and even as he slept aboard The Archangel.
Any artist only existed as long as their mortality
allowed. There would always be a limit to how much their
vision could evolve, confined to being tainted by the
ideals and perceptions of whatever era they lived in.
He could not help but wonder: what if art was
created over ages by a single identity? As meaning
changed across eras, if one person experienced them all
and allowed them to layer on top of each other, what art
would that create? Most importantly, could such an
incredible perspective lay the world's problems to rest?
***
Simon was woken from his sleep by a polite
knock from Mr. Percy. “Mr. Klokov, we are due to arrive at
the station in one hour.”
“Thank you, captain, I’ll be ready.” He shot up
and dressed in his finest midnight suit with bright red
cuffs, concealed by a heavy jacket. By the time he was
ready and ascended to the deck, the station was already
in sight. It was a massive vertical structure, with several
tiers of ports that could each anchor multiple airships.
Already docked were several mortalist ships, a few
neutral, and perhaps a few transcendentalists resupplying
under the truce of the station.
“Steady in!” shouted Mr. Percy, and the crew took
docking positions. The process was smooth and
seamless, and the crew was granted two hours of leisure
time in the station.
Simon approached the captain. “I am going now
to meet my client and discuss matters with him.”

The captain looked surprised. “Right away? I can
assign a few crew members to attend to you if you’d
like.”
“That won’t be necessary.” said Simon, waving a
hand dismissively as he walked away. Striding into the
station he allowed himself a small smile, a deeper sense
of conviction rising from within. He was only half lying
after all.
It didn’t take long to find them. Two men with
dirty engineer coats and piercings sat against a pillar by
an empty venue, bantering with each other. Simon did not
recognize the men personally but could see that they both
wore a red band around their ankle.
He stood at his full height before them and spoke
with a steel face. “Ars artia gratis.”
The men froze in their conversation, and after a
moment scrambled to their feet with arms tight at their
sides.
“Ars artia gratis.” they replied in unison. Simon
gave a nod, and the men led him. They took an
inconspicuous path as they descended, avoiding large
crowds and shops until they arrived at a port. The airship
docked there was massive, parts of the hull covered in
drapes to conceal recent damage. The zeppelin was also
under maintenance, so it bore no symbol to identify it.
The two men led him aboard, and though the
deck was empty a steady din rose from beneath it. They
approached the central cabin, and his escorts took either
side of the door, bowing slightly as they opened it for him.
The room was full of young men and women in
vigorous conversation, all dressed in heavy gear and
several playing instruments in the back. Their skin was
covered with dirt and scars, though it did not seem to
bother them. The walls were adorned with machinery,
bearing the world's most advanced gadgets and weapons
with more likely in the hold. What stood out most
prominently through them all was the massive painting on
the back wall, the image of which was replicated on
patches sported by some of the crowd.
It was a pair of bright red wings.
Simon removed his coat and hung it on the wall,
then strode prominently into the room with the light
reflecting off his suit and red cuffs. He caught several
gazes immediately, one of which being that of an older
woman seated with a drink. Her rough, one eyed face lit
up. She stood a bit uneasily from her seat and came to his
side.
“You’re a little late to the afterparty.” she said with
a subtle smile. Raising her hand, she turned to the rest of
the room. “ATTENTION!”
Mechanics, crew, and fighters alike were instantly
silent. All eyes on him, Simon stepped forward.
“I would wager only a select few among you have
seen me in person before, so I will reiterate for the
majority. My name is Simon Klokov. I am your founder,
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this room reeks of… culmination. It must be. I can feel it—
that this is the key.
Simon stared silently for several long moments.
Then, he began to situate himself in the chair.
“Sir, what-”
“Transfuse the blood.”
Eve looked shocked, and several researchers
started towards the chair with concerned expressions.
“But sir, this is just a prototype, we still have
months of testing before-”
“That is an order!” Simon bellowed. He laid
back into the chair, eyes gazing into his own separate
world. “I can feel it, Eve, from my soul. Right now, this
was meant to be.”
The woman was hesitant, fear now manifested
in her body. However, she and the researchers did as
they were told, never wishing to oppose the artist’s
vision. Simon did not resist as the needles were
shoved into his wrist. The systems of the chair whirred
to life, and the vibrations of larger engines behind the
wall pulsed.
Simon was no longer aware of his
surroundings, his own heartbeat resounding louder
and louder in his head as he felt his body become
light. His vision was filled with white, which seemed to
swell in his mind. The edges of his gaping mouth crept
up in a smile. Was this it? Had the historic moment
occurred? He tried to reach out, to embrace the
brightness in his mind with his own will.
Suddenly, the feeling plummeted, and Simon
was back in the metal chair vomiting blood. Several
pops and cracks rippled through the machinery, all
building to a sharp, fizzling BOOM from the engines
that rocked the entire ship with violence. It was nearly
an earthquake, surely sending tremors through the
whole of the station. The thumps of bodies could be
heard from the deck above, followed closely by
confused shouts.
“What’s going on?!” Eve shouted, supporting
Simon off the chair. One researcher responded hastily,
desperately trying to quell the surging wires.
“The blood was rejected, and it sent a
kickback through the machine’s stability. It's
happened before, but never like this!”
In a hazy, nauseous pain, Simon heard hints of
panic in Eve’s cursing.
“Damn it all. People will come to investigate,
and we’re in no shape to fly. They’ll figure out who we
are fast enough. We have no choice but to fight.”
The artist could barely stand, clothes soaked
in blood, but managed to eke out a few words. “The
Archangel… must flee.”
Supported on Eve’s shoulder, they and the
researchers climbed back to the main cabin, where chaos
was unfolding. Accusations and curses were exchanged,

I can feel it, Eve, from my soul. Right now, this was meant to be.

and I facilitate your connections and operations from
within mortalist walls. I am in gratitude to all those who
share my vision, even more so to those who have laid
down their lives for it. Ars artia gratis, hail the falcons of
Judas.”
The entire room took a knee and bowed their
heads, reciting the phrase back to him in unison.
Simon continued. “Be assured that due to your
efforts this age will soon come to an end. By all means,
return to enjoying yourselves.”
As the din resumed, he faced the woman again.
“Show it to me, Eve.”
“That’s operating commander Eve to you.” she
said with a laugh, leading him deeper into the hull. Eve
had been a loyal friend of his for over a decade and
shared his ideology about the world. Though like many,
it was Simon’s vision and talent that gave her a
dedicated purpose. She ran the Falcons with a strict
thoroughness to efficiently pursue their cause,
maximizing power while minimizing cruelty. His respect
for her leadership never ceased.
They entered a dimly lit room near the engines,
filled with hissing, complex machines and bubbling
liquids. A small team of researchers were hard at work,
red wings stitched onto the back of their off-white lab
coats. They were the backbone of any successful
transcendental pursuit, though in many instances
across the world it was against their will.
Eve showed him through, and one by one the
researchers stopped and bowed their heads before
returning to work. Standing against the back wall of the
room was a raised metallic chair, surrounded by
masses of wires and pumps running through it. Elise
bent down, and from a slot beneath the chair revealed a
vial of viscous red liquid. Simon felt his heart thump at
the sight of it, and his mind felt suddenly dense with
thought.
“The very first prototype of Zinc alloy imbued
blood, balanced with our previous formulas. We’re on
the very brink, Simon. The added stability from zinc and
its relatives have been theorized about for some time,
but only just now acquired by transcendentalists.
Speaking of which, I thought I had enough of a jump on
them, but those Samudras sure fought like hell. They
wanted it as bad as we did.”
Simon briefly recalled the airship firefight
recorded in the paper. He was anxious reading it then,
but it was a clear victory for them in spite of the
damage. A small part of him wanted to scold Eve for the
recklessness involved near mortalists, but he was far
too mesmerized by the vial now in his hands.
All these years. He thought. I have pulled strings
from the shadows, surrounded by people who would hate
me for simply thinking there was a beauty beyond
mortality. Now it is here, right in front of me. The very air in
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but they were all laid low by a single call to arms from
Eve. Simon could hardly hear them through his ringing
ears, but could see them arming themselves with
conviction, creating a large convoy around him to storm
out of the cabin.
What have I done? Simon thought, as his aching
body was almost carried out onto the deck by the mass of
people.
A few dockhands were already outside,
accompanied by a group of curious onlookers. Simon
barely made out a look of terrified realization on their
faces before they were all shot dead. The shots rang, and
the relaxed bustle of the station began to change. The
mass charged unhindered down the dock and into the
station, Simon still at their center.
He gestured painfully in the direction where The
Archangel was anchored, and Eve relayed the information
to the group. They came across several more mortalists
while heading up the ramp. They were gunned down
quickly, but not before they managed to kill one of their
own. The Falcons did not stop.
Open air shops and hubs were revealed before
them, already in a panicked state from the gunfire.
Through the gaps in the moving bodies, Simon saw
engineers, marauders, and captains cry out in alarm,
drawing their personal weapons. More shots were
exchanged and bodies dropped fast on both sides. Eve
and Simon struggled to hobble his body over fallen allies,
pools of blood now spreading across the station floors.
Their numbers dwindled further as more of the station
mobilized to pressure them, groups of people in their path
armed and ready to ambush.
Even as their comrades were killed rapidly, Judas’
Falcons still kept a tight formation around Simon. Why
even now? he questioned. Seeing me like this, how can
they still believe in me enough to die? It seemed he was a
part of the Falcon’s final flight, though never in a way he
had intended.
They burst onto The Archangel’s port with less
than half of their original number, Eve now leading the
charge. The crew was nowhere to be seen, likely killed in
the fray or scattered, save for one emerging at the top of
the ramp: Mr. Percy.
He stumbled backwards at the sight of the
Falcons, trembling in fear.
“M-Mr. Klokov? What are you—”
Eve raised a pistol, but Simon lunged forward and
pulled it to the ground, sending a bullet through the ramp.
“Not him.” he choked. “Let him go.”
Two Falcons seized the captain, throwing him
down onto the port landing. The others sprinted towards
the engine room and riggings, letting the ramp fall as they
pulled away from the station.

Simon bent down on the deck and hurled another
wave of blood. Eve hauled him onto his feet.
“Get up Simon, you idiot! Not today!”
Her tone was aggressive, but beneath it was a
note of concern, fear even. She brought him down to the
cargo hold, where his paintings still lined the walls in
secure stacks. She set him down, and ran to aid the crew
with the airship.
Simon lay among his paintings alone, breathing
heavily. It seemed he had yet again made too bold a
stroke on the canvas, on top of colors that already
muddled together. Though this time, there was no blank
space to start anew. The piece was finished.
Shouts came from the remaining Falcons above,
followed by a few desperate cracks of gunfire. Crawling
along the floor, Simon pulled himself up to the window to
see what was happening. Four airships with black skull
zeppelins were closing on their flanks, weapons ready and
in pursuit from the station. There were no weapons
aboard The Archangel. They could only flee.
The cannons fired first, whizzing past the window.
Consecutive shots smashed through the deck, one of
them bursting through the hull twenty feet from Simon
and obliterating a stack of paintings. The Falcons
struggled their hardest put maximum power through the
engine, but the zeppelin would soon be damaged if it
wasn’t already.
The sound of the other ship’s engines grew ever
closer, and then the gatling guns began. It was an
onslaught from both sides, brutal torrents shredding
through wood, flesh, and machinery alike. Streams of
bullets passed over Simon, leaving his years of work in
tatters. A single, relatively unharmed painting fell face up
in front of Simon. It was of two dancers, a bullet hole
perfectly placed through each of their heads.
Through the patchwork that remained of the deck,
He could see vibrant flames consuming their zeppelin. Eve
was nowhere in sight. Drowned by the chorus of gunfire,
flames, and despaired screams of the last few Falcons,
He knew it was over.
At that moment, Simon should have felt the same
despair. But despite the raging pain of his body and the
ruin around him, he felt none of it. There was only an odd
sense of solace and appreciation, his artist's eye suddenly
enraptured by the surroundings. Somehow, with the
certainty of death, a definitive end, it all became an art
piece.
It was then the engine room exploded completely,
turning what was left of the ship into a rain of hellfire. As
he fell from the sky, his body half scorched from the blast
and surrounded by the flaming shreds of his art, Simon
saw beauty all around him. The beauty of the brief and
fleeting, that the eternal could never replicate.
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SQUID

Anna Bartlett
Deep in the dark of a perilous sea
An inescapable revelation
Beneath a billowing blanket of blue
A flamboyant creature rarely meets the human eye
It swims through the dark depths
Wondering if anyone is looking in
Its inner mischief would scare you away
Or leave you with a curious gaze
These underwater dinosaurs
Missed the meteor showers of their time
A mystery of reality and exceedingly difficult to find
Though some say you must be lost before rekindled in our lives
We took a simple approach
And lured it in with the power of desire
Wait for its interests to be in a trance of our lure
What would it do
When its eyes meet the red
The red record button that will make history to the lives on land

Elise Maher
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Madison Gray

I WISH
YOU
COULD
HEAR ME
Margaret Durkin

Me:

The low hum of the machines, the flickering
fluorescent lights, the insistent noises from the coffee
machine over at the front desk. It's all very irritating,
especially when you can’t complain to anyone. Here I am,
stuck in the same room, the same bed, and the same
position that I’ve been in for the past four months. The
constant neck cramps are starting to really get to me. I’ve
had an itch on my foot all morning and I would like nothing
more than to be able to tell someone. Nurse Susan is a
very nice lady, don’t get me wrong, but she doesn’t notice
the desperation pouring out of my eyes, just hoping she’ll
be able to see life in them.
Momma:
Four months. That's the amount of time I’ve spent
sitting in this uncomfortable plastic chair. I don’t remember
the last time I slept in my own bed. I don’t complain
though because I’d do anything for my Ellie. Every night I
read to her and I tell her all about how her Aunt Josie is still
crazy, and Mimi refuses to retire despite what everyone
keeps telling her. I don’t know if Ellie can hear me, if she’s
trying to talk back.

Me:

Being able to think and see and hear is great, but
when no one knows you can do those things it can get
pretty lonely. I envy people who can wiggle their fingers
and laugh. No one expects to miss being able to sneeze.
Every night Momma reads me stories and rambles on and
on about Josie and Mimi. Every night she cries, and I can’t
comfort her. I pray all the time that Nurse Susan doesn’t
convince my mom to take me off of life support. In reality I
won’t be getting better, and I most certainly won’t be able
to tell anyone that I’m still here. Sometimes I think maybe it
would be easier on Momma to let go and move on, but I
want to stay, even if that’s selfish.
Momma:
Nurse Susan comes in every morning with the
gross hospital food and water that for some reason tastes
sweet. We exchange a series of looks. Without uttering a
word, I know exactly what she’s trying to tell me when she
looks from Ellie and back to me. She knows my answer
every time when I look at Ellie and back at her. We don’t
know much about what condition she's in, whether or not
she’s in pain, or how active her brain is. Seeing your child
in a coma is a mother’s worst nightmare. It makes a
person feel so unbelievably helpless and useless. A mother
is supposed to take care of their child and help them grow.
How am I supposed to do that when she might not even
be able to hear me?I know it would be for the best to let
her go, give her peace, but I want her to stay- is that
selfish?
***
Me:
Today’s the day. I don’t know how I know but I just
do. All of the nurses have been eerily quiet and Momma
hasn’t spoken a word- she’s hardly looked up from the
floor. The air is filled with a cloud of guilt. No coffee is
being made outside, and the lights are off during the day
for the first time since we came here. It's an odd feeling
when you're crying but unable to cry. Shouting without
making a sound. Somehow I can feel my heart pounding,
despite the fact it hasn’t worked for months. I take deep
breaths internally, preparing for what’s going to happen,
trying to force myself to be ready to let go.
Momma:
You’re supposed to cry when sad things are about
to happen. I feel oddly calm. Or maybe it’s numbness; an
inability to comprehend what’s happening today. Medically
Ellie has been gone for a while, but I swear I can feel her
presence, feel her fighting. There’s a chance she could be
in pain, and I don’t want to be the reason she suffers. It’s
time to let go. Both:
“Ihopenowshecanmoveonandbehappy.”

Jonah Pearson
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play, and I don’t want to be her entertainer for all of
Spring break.”
“Have I won at all?” Peter asked.
“Nope.”
“Well, nooo…”
“Oh, absolutely not.”
“Thanks.”
“No problem, Buddy,” Mellie said and then
slapped him hard on the back. Peter went face-first into
the dip.
“I’ll go get the second dip,” I sighed out.
“We could play the game with the robot
boxers?” Mellie suggested.
“Why do you always choose aggressive
games?” Penny asked, and Peter nodded his head in
agreement.
“Why don’t you
Catherine Donahue
like aggressive games?
Peter, don’t nod your
head at that you play all
those shooter games on
your PS4,” Mellie
snapped back.
“Peter! We
talked about this,” Penny
gasped.
“You read
Stephen King for fun! At
night! Your favorite
movies are horror
movies,” Peter said, his
eyes wide as he looked
at Penny in disbelief.
Penny shrugged her
shoulders in response.
“What else is there?” I asked.
“Truth or dare?” Mellie responded.
“Okay, fine,” I said.
“Great. I will go first. Mellie, I dare you to take
an umbrella and jump off the top of the roof,” Peter
shouted.
“Oh, you are on,” Mellie said as she sprinted up
the steps.
“It could be worse,” Penny said, looking at me.
“It’s going to get worse,” was my only
response.
“Your dare is going to drink a gallon of hot
sauce.”
“No, guys!” I exclaimed, running up the steps.
“Can’t you guys talk this out,” Penny yelled after
me.
“We are never having a game night again,” I
sighed.

GAME NIGHT
Mari Klaire Morris-Larkin

“I would say that we should do truth or dare,
but last we played, I almost died,” Mellie said as she
threw herself onto the couch.
“That car barely even touched you,” Peter
responded. He was the one that gave her the dare to
play real-life Crossy Road, and Mellie almost ended up
being real-life roadkill. Honestly, Mellie did get back by
daring him to hop into the fountain at the mall and walk
to my house in December, soaking wet.
We were down in my basement, and I thank
God my parents were
out because if they heard
this, I would get
grounded for months.
“What do you think,
Lillian?” Penny asked
me. She and I balanced
the group from the sane
to the insane.
“Anything that
won’t end up with a
near-death experience
works for me.”
“How about
Twister?” Peter asked.
“That is a worse
idea than playing
monopoly. I think Mellie
tried to poke my eye out
to make me fall,” Penny
said as she sided-eyed
her.
“Well, if you didn’t have the advantage of being
a gymnast. I wouldn’t have to even out the playing field
now, would I?” Mellie smirked. Mellie played four
different sports and hated to lose.
“I won anyway,” I said.
“How about we play a game Peter can win for
once?” Mellie suggested.
“Didn’t he win Monopoly?” Penny asked.
“No, I won, and I think Peter came in last,” I told
her.
“Sorry, Peter, I tried to give you something.”
“Thanks for trying, Penn,” Peter said as he
rolled his eyes, “How about Hungry Hungry Hippos?”
I sat there and stared at him. “I think you came
in last in that one too, and Mellie almost smashed her
hippo to pieces. It’s the only thing my toddler cousin will
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DOMINOS: A GUIDE ON NOT KNOCKING THEM OVER
Kyle Olcott
A light flurry of snow brushed over my coat as I
carefully stepped up the rotting wood stairs to my
apartment. At any moment one of these decade old stairs
could give under my weight. It was much safer to hold on
to both sides of the rails to prevent this. However, at the
moment my right hand was preoccupied, tightly gripping a
bundle of sheets from a local distribution store.
Finally making it to my door, I fumbled around with
my left hand as I reached over to my keys in my right
pocket, taking thorough checks that my sheets wouldn’t
accidentally unravel. Getting a grip on the keys sent my
body at ease again, it would be hard to mess up at this
point. Hastily opening the door, I took a final glance of my
surroundings outside and went in. The apartment was
depressing at best, a safety hazard at worst. Paint flaking
off on every side of the wall, with the occasional black spot
in the corner that I could’ve sworn was black mold. A
single room contained everything, a small bed, some
cooking supplies, and a desk.
I neglected taking off my jacket, soaked from
melted snow, as I put the bundle of sheets down on the
desk, this was too important to even let a moment waste. I
slowly unraveled the sheets revealing the prize I was after,
a half-decayed rat carcass. A sigh of relief escaped my
lips, thankful I hadn’t dropped it. I plunged my hand into
the deceased rodent, ripping into its abdomen. I’m glad I
had ordered sheets this time. Last time blood got
everywhere, and I spent the entire day cleaning. The
stomach cleanly tore open with a soft tear as my fingers hit
a small hard object. Carefully pulling the object out, I
slowly examined it, occasionally wiping off some dried
blood with the sheets to get a better view. It was a small
metal box, no more in size than my thumb. I rubbed off the
blood that had got on my hands and screwed off the cap
revealing a rolled-up paper.
Setting the paper against the desk, I began to read
the mess of jumbled letters, quickly jotting down their
decoded meaning on a piece of scrap paper with a
sheening fountain pen. Normally being seen with a pen as
luxurious as mine would raise unending suspicion but
seeing as I only used it to decode classified material, it
wouldn’t matter whether a Soviet official caught me with it.
Taking one last stroke of the pen, I began to reach in my
desk for a box of matches, ready to burn the note the
second I had memorized it.
DC to Moscow, Agent 512. Defense Minister
expected to be at Mossovet Theater 6/9/71 at 17:00.
Future dead drop will contain attire and ticket, same place
as rat. Expect update by 6/19/71.

My lips reactively formed a grimace. I had never
been into plays, especially those with cultural references
far beyond my knowledge. For the past six months, it had
been my duty to my country to sit still behind Soviet
officials trying to see if they would divulge any state
secrets. Oftentimes, though, they were out of uniform and
with their friends, blissfully unconcerned of any
occupational duties. A massive waste of time for me.
I slumped down into my chair, staring blankly at
the ceiling for a few moments before I could gain the
mental fortitude to go on with seeing another play. I took a
sharp breath as nodded to myself, beginning to fumble
around with the matches, ready to burn the paper. Just
then, a loud crack sounded out behind me. I quickly swung
over to see that my door had been broken in two, giving
way to five men in uniforms to stream into the room. One
man darted over to me, attempting to reach for the
matches in my hand. Swatting away at his hand, I quickly
ignited it and threw it on the paper. The flames slowly crept
up the paper as another man began filling a glass of water
at the sink, desperately trying to increase the water
pressure as the paper became a pile of ashes.
A wave of an order passed through the men as
they saw their efforts in keeping the code intact were in
vain. The one with the most medals approached me.
“You are under arrest for espionage, and
spreading anti-Soviet propaganda, please sign this paper
outlining a formal confession and a pledge that you will be
capable of cooperating with us.”
I sank into my chair, trying to come up with a way
out of this. I had left my gun in my pillowcase, and the
thought of fighting through five men wasn’t appealing.
Remember your training, a voice sounded in my head. Of
course, the CIA had taught me exactly what to do in this
situation.
“I will gladly sign your confession. Just so long as I
get to use my lucky pen,” I said gesturing towards the pen
on my desk.
“Very well,” the man dug into his pocket and
produced a document, which he laid on my desk.
I positioned my pen, so the back end reached my
lip as if I was in deep thought about whether to sign the
paper. I closed my eyes and took a deep breath before
forcing my teeth down on the pen’s resin. A crack sounded
through the room as the brittle pen parts exploded in my
mouth, leading to a more bitter flavor in the interior.
“What was that?” the man demanded from me as
he pushed me out of my chair, leaving me sprawled onto
the ground.
I felt a boot breaking into my ribs as he kicked me,
but that pain was nowhere near what I had just inflicted
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him in a duel. Now the brother's king and is finally
implementing those reforms we were promised. Land
redistribution, fairer taxes, that kind of stuff.”
“Did you just say land redistribution?” I asked.
“Well… yeah.”
“Sounds like your king’s a bit of a Communist.”
“Pardon?”
I took a deep breath preparing myself to teach this
man about the dangers of Communism, and the terrors are
brought to my world. Even with the searing headache, no
pain could be equal to the guilt I would feel leaving this
man ignorant of the evils of Communism.
But perhaps not. My eyes jolted open, revealing
“And what happens when everything is handed out
my surroundings. Three candles faintly illuminated the
by the government? How do a bunch of men in some farroom just enough to display a table with several vials and
flung region know what you in your small-town needs?”
tinctures of colorful liquid. The headache from before
“Well, I don’t think it’ll go that far sonny; he’s just
continued to rage on as I stood myself up from a poorly
trying to make everyone happier to keep the peace.”
made be. The heavy jacket that I had been wearing was
“Yeah, you know I bet the next step in his plan to
replaced with light, colorless rags made of cotton. Jolting
from the bed, I walked over to the door, which swung open ‘keep the peace’ is to take away your gun… er… weapons.
with ease revealing a luscious landscape of clear skies and What happens when he dies, and some tyrant takes the
throne and calls the shots?”
farmland. Several small wooden huts, like the one I had
At this point, my screams could be heard from
just been in, were scattered through the countryside.
most of the surrounding pastures. People tending to the
Handfuls of people worked the fields, some leaning down
field began to rush over to try to quell the commotion.
to bury seeds, while others swung scythes to gather up
I turned to the amassing crowd, “Are you going to
crops. It was a serene setting that entranced me.
I stiffened up again as a finger grazed my shoulder. just lie down and let a government in some city you've
never been to control your lives?”
Turning, my eyes rested on an old man with a rough and
There was some soft murmuring amongst those
graying beard.
who had heard most of my rant. Most of it was concerns of
“You’re up sooner than expected, how are you
wellbeing and whether the doctor had properly fixed me
feeling?” the man said in a jovial voice.
up. But then a young man from the crowd spoke up.
I pressed down on my temple with my fingers, too
“You know he’s right. What gives the king the right
much in pain to properly think about the state of things,
to rule over us. So what if he prevented the army of
“Where am I?” I asked.
“Well, you’re in Landersville, doubt you’ve heard of darkness from being unleashed upon this world and a
hundred subsequent years of suffering and pain? I never
it though, our lord’s not that big in central politics. Don’t
voted for him!”
know how you managed to end up here, though. Saw a
Light murmurs continued, though much more
flash in the sky nearby the clinic and the next thing I know I
positive this time. I smiled, and grasped the arm of the
see you convulsing on the ground. Seems like you were
young man, pulling him next to me.
poisoned with something, wouldn’t know
“This young man gets it. Ladies and
with what but it’s nothing a bit of healing
“‘This young man
gentlemen, we must stamp out tyranny and
potions can’t fix.”
Communism wherever it shows its face and
“Healing potions? Huh. Thanks, I’ll
gets it. Ladies and
that just so happens to be in our very
pay you back for it sometime.”
gentlemen, we must backyard. We will organize a resistance and
“Oh no need for that sonny, I’m just
won’t stop until a pure capitalist democracy
happy to help out around town.”
stamp out tyranny
is put in its place.”
I frowned and made my voice more
and Communism
Cheers erupted from the crowd,
assertive, “No, I will pay you back.”
readying themselves to be rid of the yolk of
“That’s nice, anyways, I’ve got to
wherever it shows
unelected officials. Though these people
make arrangements.”
its face and that just had endured the Civil War up until a few
“For what?”
“You really must not be from
months ago, they were ready for another. I
so happens to be in
grinned looking at the village. If I couldn’t
around here. Civil war with some crazed
our very backyard.’” prevent Communism from expanding on
lunatic trying to bring about some army of
Earth, I’ll try my hardest doing so here.
darkness and all that. He didn’t get too far
when his brother hunted him down and beat
onto myself. My limbs began contracting, as I desperately
tried to bring them up to my mouth to clear it. Finally, I
managed to gain muscle movement in my jaws as I spit
out a mixture of saliva, blood, and vomit onto the floor. The
cyanide I had hidden in my pen was fast acting, but it was
nowhere near the quick and painless death I had hoped it
would be. My brain began to hemorrhage, putting me in
excruciating pain, finally allowing my body to give out. My
head hit the floor with a thump as what little life I still had
slowly drained from my being. I was thoroughly dead.
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ECHOES
Julia Carey

In the glow of a streetlight, she paused
Lured by the river of conversation
And the sound of cars
Pulling away from the curb, heading home
A taciturn smile adorning her face
She wanted to pull back the years
Like a rusty chain of a swing
Or she wanted the satisfaction of an ending
Like sealing an envelope shut
She did not want
A nebulous sky, with memories
Like stars in the fog of life
So she tumbled back into the past
Like the ivy on the concrete walls
Lush, all-consuming

alive
Caroline Schwarzbeck
she's dead
she's dead as she walks the halls
sits in class
talks to friends
goes through the same motions
every
single
day

Stepping into the center of the street
She was just a shadow
In the revolving door of life
About to step onto the street
Spinning, spinning, a dizzying spiral
Then flowing into a river of people
Anonymous once again

was she ever really alive?
maybe
maybe when she was younger
happier, brighter
full of imagination
every day was fluid, colorful, different every day
was alive
and so was she

Honking horns were like echoing screams
Of past arguments
Get out of the way, they said to her
For a better place, not a shattered dream

but she grew up
grew older
the color in her days
turned to shades of black and white and gray and
now
she
is
dead.
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Sofia Tran

WHEN THEY
COME
Ana Concha

O

f all the mundane months blended in
Manuel’s mind, the most recent had
seemed particularly uneventful. There was
a hollow quiet surrounding him at all times and not just his
own reticence, as it had once been. No one had much to
say to him anymore, or at least they couldn’t compare to
the chatter of the person he missed most. He had grown
up around his Aunt Armina, and although she was more
extroverted by miles, he sometimes could swear he had
inherited her brain. They thought the same way.
And so, there was a disconnect between his
exhales and the sound and space around him. Like water
rolling off the shyest duck in the world, Manuel felt
untouched by the things happening around him. He was
impermeable.
More or less, life carried on without her. He still
enjoyed reading, among other things; the difference now
was that he didn’t have his usual buddy to bounce his
thoughts off of. Manuel’s father, in a bad verbalization of
compassion, had told him it was important to carry on. He
carried onwards to the library that afternoon, letting the
cool spring breeze of the bike trail brush against his

cheeks and up his sleeves. There were two routes he went.
One for the journey there, and the other for the bike ride
back. The two trips had not long ago been the same, but in
recent weeks he had adjusted the route to swing by the
cemetery on the way there. The air warmed like a syrup,
smelling of moist particles churned from deep in the soil.
Since his sunny departure, a cloud had appeared. It was
going to rain. Manuel sighed as he rolled by the sleek,
headstone blemished field. He’d stop later, he couldn’t
afford to get poured on with library property on his
person.
He performed his weekly exchange, unofficially
trading those he had completed for new texts. He was
borrowing another dinosaur book with lots of pictures. He
didn’t feel much like reading someone’s extensive theory
about one specific aspect of dinosaur history. Not this
week. In addition to that, he also grabbed a biography of
an author he liked, now dead and gone. The books tugged
down on him by his backpack as he mounted his bicycle.
The temperature seemed at the climax just before the rain;
the weather remained the same, but the air had further
thickened to a sweaty grease.
The cruise home was mostly downhill; the wind
moved through his dark hair much like it whickered in the
tree leaves framing the trail. As he whizzed downhill, he
heaved an exhilarated breath in and out, the kind that fogs
glasses and tastes the soil’s minerals dispersed in rainy air
deep in the lungs. Lately, these moments were treasured
thrills.
From the corner of his eye, on the side of the trail
moving the opposite direction, Manuel saw something
clatter sideways. He screeched his tires to a halt to go help
the toppled child. The little boy was sobbing by the time
Manuel was off his bike and by his side. There was blood
capping his knee in a blanket.
Manuel knelt down. He retracted his hand from the
ground, however when a tickle on the palm alerted him to
the various thick veins of ants marching among the
pebbles and sticks.
“You’re alright, you’re alright.” Manuel soothed him. He
covered the young boy’s knee with a clean bandana from
inside his bag. He couldn’t have been more than seven.
“What’s your name, buddy?”
“Zach,” said the kid. He winced. “Thanks.”
“Where do you live by? I’ll help you get home.” The
boy raised a finger, waggling in the direction Manuel’s
back was turned to. “Alright, Zach.” But he turned and saw
a tremble in the spring ground. His perception warped in
and out like a time lapse of a withering plant. The
wuthering winds tasseled the rim of dirt surrounding a
growing plunge in the soil. It opened; with each moment,
the rate of growth became swifter. A sickly jointed
fencepost clawed upwards from the hole, mangled and
tight skinned, like stiff dried meat. Then followed another.
Two bulbous wine globes swiveled around as they
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ascended, attached to the gigantic, mummified thumb
figure that just kept coming, and coming, and coming.
Manuel had stood up and backed up. He tugged Zach by
the shirt collar. The boy seemed to be in more awe than
fear. All in a matter of seconds, all six legs had emerged
and succeeded in balancing the pickup truck sized
cicada.
It revved its wings with a speed Manuel had only
seen hummingbirds move at. The wind from the buzzing
kicked dust up. The storm winds blew into Manuel’s eye.
His hand flew to his eyeball. With the less affected one, he
tried to see. The massive bug turned. With its pinched
face, if it could even be described as such, it looked right
at him. They locked eyes for only a second, but it gave
Manuel an even greater chill than he had before. Alerted by
the siren light eyes, he knew this thing had come for him.
The debris thrown in his eyes swiveled and
wiggled. He had no clear line of sight. He groped for the
bike he could see the graying outline of in the poorly lit
shade through his burning squint.
“Zach!” he yelled, hoping to God the boy had been
dragged back far enough to get to his own bike quickly.
Over the deafening harping beat of the wings, Manuel did
not hear the screech and wet cracking from behind him.
For a second, as he was clambering away, he
turned. It stared directly back at him, paying no attention
to the trampled little boy skewered on its stiff leg like a tire
lock latched to a wheel. He sped blindly down the bike
trail. He wiped his face as he rode. From his eye, he swept
out a wiggling ant, blown into his eye from the hoard on
the ground surrounding the hole.
Several weeks later
Every hot shower Emily took, she assumed to be
her last for the foreseeable future. Not everywhere in the
country had hot water and electricity, like her family
miraculously still did. If the heat were to cease, she liked to
think she would be alright. It had gotten warmer in the
weeks since her brother’s death. When the hot water
began to patter off her back, she felt a million nerves
unravel. There was so much to distress about, and so few
ways to unwind as the world seemed to dive deeper into
doomsday. She prided herself in being a thick-skinned
optimist and made a point of reminding herself of the many
fortunes God had sent her whenever she lamented over
the many trials she’d faced in her almost two dozen years
of life. But just as loud as the shower’s ambiance were the
pitter-pattering thoughts of doubt that there was no Plan
for her after all.
Emily did succeed in an empty minded shower
after a few moments. Instead of reassuring herself, she
tried to think about nothing important at all, escaping a
rapid succession of bad thought, all brought to the surface
since Zach’s violent passing. She sighed.

The last of the soap flowed towards the drain and
she shut off the water. The faucet dripped. The light foam
trickled down, but a similar color guzzled back up. The
new bubbles weren’t bubbles at all, but scaly bodied and
alive.
Emily panicked, and yanked her feet back,
grabbing the shower’s ceramic shelving to keep herself
from falling back as she balanced by her tiptoes on the
bath’s edge. Her hand knocked a shampoo bottle which
normally sat peacefully atop the shelf. It fell with a violent
lurch, flattening two silverfish that marched with the
emerging bugs streaming from the drain. The shampoo
bottle slid downwards, moving closer to the drain hole. The
stream of legs only parted fluidly to make room for the
slow-moving soap bottle.
With the sluggishness of shock, she pressed her
free hand firmly over her eyes. The rubbing didn’t break
what she assumed to be an illusion— something her mind
had conjured. There were enough now that they were
taking new routes, unable to take the quickest to spill from
the bathtub. They scuttled towards her. As her panic
skyrocketed to heights she hadn’t known possible, her
balance faltered, and her wet feet jerked forward. The jolt
sent her head back to slam against the ceramic that she
had so desperately pressed herself up against. For only a
few seconds, she debated whether staying awake was
even the best option. When she felt the silverfish detour
over, up, and around her calves, and wiggle between her
toes, she decided it was not. The normally spotless
bathroom grayed and speckled, rippling with movement.
The darkening color could be attributed to her fleeting
consciousness, but also the homogenous blanketing of fat
bodied crawlers coming to a complete halt. The militarylike formation of the silverfish was unnoticed by the
unconscious Emily. The showerhead, last replaced a
decade ago, leaked rhythmic drops, and the bugs stood
still, waiting.
Elsewhere in the home, a rickety CD player softly
spun a Doo-Wop Hits album that Mr. Carey had found in
the $1.50 bin of the local record store. If you asked him
which he had bought first, the CD player, or the album, he
wouldn’t have been able to tell you. He’d say something
like, “Oh I don’t know, but I got them both well before
Emily was around.” And if the world was in any better
shape than it was in that moment, he might’ve added an
additional irrelevant but endearing detail like, “I mean this
was back when ol’ Tucker Sr. still managed the place,
‘stead of his son. Come to think of it, I haven’t seen him in
a good while. I should ask how he’s doing in retirement.”
Mr. and Mrs. Carey stood closer to the dining side
of the open space that held both the dining room and living
room. The music hummed in the empty space.
“I’m gonna go check on Emily,” Mrs. Carey told
her husband. She thought she had heard something over
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the clatter of the dishes a few minutes ago, as she and Mr. Carey, so terrified, did not notice all the roaches crawl
through the voluminous fibers as he gripped it for dear life.
Carey had been cleaning the kitchen.
The stairs were in view, as he lay stunned: Down
“I’m sure she’s fine. She probably stubbed her toe
them poured a stream of silver water, scuttling to the
or something like that.”
scene. He hunched his head up to check on his wife, as he
Mrs. Carey acknowledged his comment but still
tried to pitch his body upright. He could see most of her.
muttered about how she’d like to go to be sure everything
The cicada had its long dry leg wrapped around her body,
was alright. She turned but Mr. Carey gently caught her
with the curve a pinkie hooks to make a promise. A second
hand. “Oh, dance with me first.” He nodded towards the
leg threw its long shadow across the room and onto Mr.
open space in the living room. Mrs. Carey smiled, noticing
Carey’s face, as it moved closer.
the song. Life Is But a Dream had played so many times
Although he could not see much, he felt the frigid
throughout her life, she didn’t know which warm memory
air and knew that he and his beloved wife were being
to link it to. She remembered life without loss and fear,
dragged from their home, the comfort of their exoskeleton.
back when how she felt had mattered. Now, nights were
As they passed through the window, he lost most of his
cold, streets were silent, and chaos seemed to be the
ability to sense his surroundings. He couldn’t see, but he
force turning the world. She remembered times when she
had a son. And although the reflection passing through her felt the distance from his home grow, and he approached a
fate he somehow knew was far greater than himself.
mind was melancholic and weary, it was nice to be invited
The insect’s hooks released, and Mr. and Mrs.
to participate in something so intimate and normal. So,
Carey dropped into the hole they had heard being eerily
they swayed back and forth to the tunes for a few
kicked up. Mr. Carey looked at his wife, now unconscious,
minutes.
touched her cheek gently, then looked up at the stars. He
A second song had begun to harmonize the
hadn’t noticed how much more visible they had become in
emptiness of the house when the couple heard an
the weeks since they came, now that there was less light
unfamiliar noise from past the front garden bed. It was the
pollution fogging the sky. In their expanse, he began to
dry scraping of the ground. Then came the unmistakable
understand just how little he understood. Emily had once
whirr of wings.
told him that if the history of the
In the living room,
Earth that he was now being
overlooking the front yard,
into was condensed to a
was a large, curtained
“Mr. Carey wasn’t confident he concurred buried
single day, people had only
window. Mrs. Carey stopped,
been around for 2 or 3 seconds.
breaking the lead of her
with his wife’s instinctive recognition of
Among the stars gleamed back
husband’s peaceful ballroom
the thing burying them alive, but he did
two sickly glowing red eyes;
steps. Like a moth to a lamp,
under every inch of his back, he
the window pulled her in.
know he was a man facing some
innumerable living fossils
Staring back at them was a
reckoning. He didn’t know what was or felt
wiggle.
six-legged monster,
Mr. Carey wasn’t
ornamented by swollen, all
what would become.”
confident he concurred with his
knowing eyes. Although she
wife’s instinctive recognition of
could now see, something
the thing burying them alive, but
continued to pull Mrs. Carey
he did know he was a man facing some reckoning. He
to the windowsill. She opened her mouth to utter
didn’t know what was or what would become.
something, but it just hung open for a while. Only when
Dirt smacked his face. The piling made the terrified
she reached the glass pane, and pressed her hands, face,
inhales he was taking even harder. Nothing flashed before
and torso against it longingly, did she utter, “You’ve come
his eyes, although he so desperately wanted it to. He only
back to me.”
could see in depth in the two eyes. He didn’t know
Mr. Carey, all the while, urged her to back away.
whether to address the cicada or the heavens behind its
When she addressed the creature, he ran to pull her away
towering head, so he spoke to both. “Looks like we’ll be
from the window.
with you soon, son.”
The crash of the monster coming through the
window knocked Mr. Carey to the floor. His head caught a
coffee table on the way down, under which lay a shag rug,
which Zach and Emily had once liked to run their finger
through as children. His shocked face rested against it. Mr.
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CHOPS

Georgia Beatty
Hair pours down her back like warm honey,
And the sound of a saxophone
Sliding through the air.
So full it coats the room
In a dreamy haze that slows your breath,
And brings your eyes to a close
Softer than drizzling rain in the summertime,
Songs brush across her skin
Like morning dew on hilltops.
With each slice of the scissors,
A note falls out of place
And lands in a wreath around her feet
Golden chords hug her cheeks,
And jut out past her chin
Like a jagged cliff line, sharp and incomplete
A broken melody,
Filled by acute stillness
And the slight hum of a ceiling fan
Straggling notes tickle the dust-covered ground,
Stirring a shimmering chorus into song
Each fleck, a soft voice calling into the silence.

Roman Diascro
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I’M NOT AGORAPHOBIC
Imani Tigney

February 12th, 2019
I do not have Agoraphobia. Everyone tells me I do,
but they’re wrong.
Okay, fine, I get it. I exhibit most, if not all, of the
symptoms for Agoraphobia. That doesn't mean anything,
though! Yes, I avoid leaving my house if possible. Yes, I do
have fears of crowds and enclosed spaces. And yes, I do
have panic attacks if exposed to these triggers.
But that doesn’t mean anything!
Because the fear people experience from
Agoraphobia is usually baseless. Nothing bad is going to
happen to them.
Me, on the other hand…
Well, six months back, I got into a car accident.
Pretty standard, my ex took his hand off the wheel for “just
one sec!” and we collided with a tree. He broke an arm and
all I got was a concussion. “Lucky,” the doctors called us,
while the nurses gave us disapproving head shakes.
Lucky? That’s rich.
Something during that crash went horribly wrong.
I’m guessing something in my brain got knocked loose.
Something primal. Something humanity repressed.
Something no one reading this knows about.
God, I wish I was still naive.
See, when I was finally beginning to process the
world again, something was off. I asked the doctor why he
had black, shriveled bat wings coming out of his back, and
he looked at me like I was crazy. The nurse he called in
had a plump tarantula just sitting on her face!
Thank goodness I’ve never been afraid
of spiders, you know how many people have
Arachnophobia? I would’ve had a heart attack by now.
After the doctors started talking in that “No, no,
you’re not crazy, Ann, you’re alright” voice, I knew it was
time to shut my mouth. No way am I getting thrown into a
loony bin.
Because like I said before; those people’s fears are
disproportionate to reality. Mine are reality.
February 13th, 2019
Everyone has a phobia, or at least a fear, and I’ve
simply dubbed them Monsters. “Beasts From The Deepest
Pits Of Hell” doesn’t roll off the tongue as well, even if it’s
more accurate.
They’re pretty simple. Just physical manifestations
of your greatest fear. Monsters are sort of like snowflakes;
no two are alike. Even people with the same phobias are
different.
For example, spiders are the most common and
the most diverse. I’ve seen someone with thousands of
little spiders crawling down their back, someone else with

one biting his neck. My favorite was probably the white
jumping spider that hopped around on my best friend,
Lauren. Adorable little thing, it’s a shame Lauren couldn’t
see it.
Well, actually a blessing. She’d pass out.
The ways the fears manifest are pretty
creative too. Like I said, the doctor’s wings? Aviophobia,
fear of flying. Cynophobia, fear of dogs, is usually these
hellhounds following people, but I’ve also seen people that
look like werewolves.
My favorite phobia is probably Astrophobia.
It’s absolutely gorgeous, a thin veil of stars wrapped
around people. I don’t know how you could be afraid of
space after seeing that.
The real terror is Acrophobia.
Fear of heights is different. All of those monsters
look more-or-less the same. They don’t change. And the
way they look…
These towering, 50 ft beasts that amble after
unknowing pedestrians. Long, hooked claws always
reaching towards innocent, naive people. They make these
low groaning noises, the kind that turn your insides to
mush.
Thankfully, the monsters can’t touch anyone.
February 14th, 2019
Happy Valentine’s. I’ve got champagne and The
Office reruns.
Anyways, like I said before, everyone thinks I have
Agoraphobia. And they’re completely wrong. It’s not that I
have a fear of going outside because I don’t know what
will happen. It’s that I do know what’s going to happen.
When I first started adjusting to life surrounded by
monsters only I could see, it was… alright. It definitely
wasn’t great. It’s kind of awkward to explain why you can’t
look at someone’s face because they
have Ommetaphobia and it’s just gross. Way too many
eyes.
But cohabitation with the monsters was fine,
because they didn’t see me. For a little while, at least.
It was a gradual change. I’d cough and a long,
winding centipede would turn in my direction. I’d laugh
loudly and a continuously laughing monster would join in
with me.
And then the Acrophobias saw me.
I’ll never forget the complete sense of horror that
washed over me when one of those monsters reached for
me. I took off sprinting, thankful that they’re so slow.
And ever since then, I haven’t left my house. I
don’t know if it’s enough, though. On the rare occasions I
peak behind the curtains, every monster in the vicinity
turns to look at me.
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So like I’ve said a thousand times, I’m not
Agoraphobic. I’m not crazy. I see monsters. They see me.
And I’m scared.
February 15th, 2019
I think one of them got in.
February 16th, 2019
No. It didn’t get in.
It came from me.
Teraphobia. Fear of monsters. Hilarious.
I’d describe him, but I don’t know how to write
what he is. He’s more of a shadow. A hulking dark figure
that stands just outside my peripherals. I try to catch
glances of him, but whenever I turn, he disappears.
All he does is make this god-awful sound. Like
metal grinding, bones snapping, glass shattering. It
reminds me of the car crash.
He gets closer every so often. I can’t even cook in
my kitchen without his presence darkening the room.
This is torture, maybe it would have been better if I
hadn’t made it out of the crash…
February 17th, 2019
I can see him now.
God, he keeps changing. He looks like my ex, then
my sister, then Lauren, my dad. Sometimes, he seems to
melt into all of them. Oh god, he makes me sick. Whenever
I look at him, something primal inside of me screams. A
self-preservation instinct, I guess. It tells me to leave, but
I can’t.
If I go outside, the monsters are all still out there
and I’m trapped here. I’m trapped, I’m trapped, I’m
trapped, oh god.
Now he’s laughing, he’s laughing and it’s this
horrible sound, like he’s choking or gargling on something.
I think I’m going to die.
No.
I know. I’m going to die. I know I know I
know knowknowknowknowknow***
[Redacted] Police Station, evidence for Case
#[Redacted]
Officers found this journal in the Mayflower
residence on March 1st. Ann Mayflower’s sister, Peggy,
called in a welfare check on her Agoraphobic sister.
Officers were not answered at the door. Upon
entering the house, it became clear that Ann Mayflower
had not been there for some time. Nothing suspicious was
found in any room except the study, where they found the
last trances of Ann Mayflower.
This journal and a pool of blood at her desk.
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THE LOAF
Rose von Eckartsberg
Every Thanksgiving my dad creates a loaf. Filled with freeze dried celery and way too many herbs, it mocked the
very idea of food. The “loaf” wasn’t technically a real loaf. There was no bread, instead seitan surrounded the filling
creating an indescribable sponge. The similarity of seitan and Satan was hardly a coincidence in my mind. The outside of
the loaf looked to be airbrushed. Perfectly even strokes of heat charred just the right places. The perfect appearance of
the loaf was just that, a facade.
I sat at the dining room table waiting for the go ahead to start eating. My eyes darted
around the table scouting out my prey. Surrounded by vegan mashed potatoes and a sad
“‘Maybe vegan excuse for stuffing, sat the loaf. Its perfect shell fooled our guests.
“This looks amazing!”
Thanksgiving
“Maybe vegan Thanksgiving won’t be that bad!” Fools, they were all fools. Expecting
won’t be that
a soft pillowy shell, I watched as my cousin bit into the loaf. Her eyes quickly changed from
bad!’ Fools, they excited to mortified. Her pupils widened as she reached for a glass of water, trying to keep
the monster down. My dad excitedly sat at the head of the table ingesting an absurd amount
were all fools.” of the loaf, enough to tranquilize a moose. I carefully placed my mashed potatoes, green
beans, and stuffing so they were not touching each other. Any particle of food that touched
another food of a different species was not eaten. I know that food ends up all together in the end but when eating
vegan food, you learn to separate things. If you mix all the bland food together, it creates a flavor bomb that makes no
logical sense. Flavors that don’t exist explode in your mouth, but not in the Coke commercial way.
My plate was almost empty when I saw my dad come near me with the loaf.
“Come on you have to try some.” I shook in fear of the beast. It’s rosemary eyebrows furrowed, challenging me
to a fight.
“Ok, but only a little piece.” My dad smiled thinking I
had given up my ten-year long grudge against the loaf. It sat
Hana Alizai
in the middle of my plate, the stuffing oozed out of the seitan
turning the once beautiful piece into a sloppy wet, yet
somehow dry mess. My hands shook with fear as I grabbed
my knife and fork. After taking a deep breath, I began to dig
in. After five seconds of sawing, I had to switch the knife to
my right hand. Trying not to bring attention to myself I slowly
moved the knife back and forth attempting to sever a piece of
the loaf. Finally, I felt my knife hit the plate, declaring victory.
But I had not won yet. I still had to ingest the horrid Satan
loaf. Holding my fork like a dagger, I stabbed the severed
piece. I held it directly in front of my eyes analyzing it. In
between the two seitan layers sat lentils mashed together
with canned vegetables and something that looked like lard.
My lungs took a deep breath, attempting to delay the
inevitable. I closed my eyes, and shoved it in.
The dry crust slid down my tongue like sandpaper. I
felt the lentils leak out as I bit down. With my eyes still closed,
my back molars gnawed on the outer layer trying to turn it
into a swallowable bite. Finally, after seeming like eternity, it
was gone. All that was left in my mouth was a couple of lentil
casings and a strand of celery.
There I sat, in the middle of the table. Surrounded by my
family laughing about something stupid one of us did. While I
focused on the demon in front of us. I spent my whole
Thanksgiving on the loaf. Without realizing it, I let the loaf win.
I let it consume me. I lost to the Satan loaf.
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It was as calm as a city night could realistically be. There were
whispers of wind around the porch, and from the city below came a slight
hum from the twisting traffic. A perched housecat aimlessly laid it’s eyes on
Sullivan Norris
the city below, sitting on a fine line between a deadly fall and the comfort of
its home. The house was lined with clear and dimly lit windows; behind the
face of the last one in a row of 3 sat a scruffy man, resting a set of boney
elbows on the barbed rail. Wind whispered around the man’s face, rustling his hair in circles, but leaving his expression
unaffected, blank, and emotionless. He sat back in his creaky chair, put his hands behind his head, and shut his baggy
eyes. Just a few seconds had passed, and the dust had just settled on the ground, when a rhymeless buzz and drastic
alarm rang out. The man forced his eyelids wide open, a sense of fear and apprehension in his eyes.
He scrambled, picking himself up and searching the streets below frantically. After noticing a mass of cars filled
with darkly shaded figures, the man stumbled into the living room of his apartment and dragged his finger across a
calendar centered on the wall. The calendar was blank and void besides one crudely drawn circle, which laid on the date
June 21st. Trying to piece together his mind, the skeletal figure scribbled on one of his sticky notes and forcefully pulled
open his drawer to reveal a 6-chamber revolver. He paced towards the center of the room, feet firmly planted on a living
room rug. With the revolver squarely held in front of his chest, he took a position directly in front of the cat perched on
the porch. His rags flowing slowly and waveringly from the breeze, he stood statically; eyes kept completely focused on
the door. Even as the patterning of steps onto metal was heard in the distance, getting louder as the steps transferred to
the hallway, the man kept his face blank. Suddenly, the steps ceased, and after 5 long drawn seconds; the dust on the
ground was shot up by a powerful knock. Without speech, the men on the other side of the door continued to pound on
the door. At the same time, they seemed to lift up something of great magnitude. A count of 3 echoed through the
hallway, and on 3, a large metallic sphere saw its way through the wooden frame, and blasted fragments of wood and
dust around the room. Before the man could put weight on his trigger, a shot pierced the wind. A gaping hole was left
through the man’s head, and his body plopped to the ground along with his gun which scattered across the wooden
floor towards 5 men all dressed in full suits. All of which looked down at the shiny revolver, and promptly paced
uniformly out of the room. The cat, still standing on the porch division, pounced back into the house, ignoring the deadly
fall it was so keen on before. The cat stared down into the dead man’s eyes, before curling up next to his side.
Rays of the shining sun illuminated the room and made the dust sparkle on the ground. A man shifted himself to his
back, with the bright beams of the sun making his eyes squint. He rubbed some of the dust and shiny crystal shards off
of his body, and looked around the room. Feeling his head, there was a slight hint of deja vu, albeit dismissed. The
calendar, now surrounded by debris and glass, marked the day June 22nd, and left the rest of the days clear. The
manhazingly limped over to his closet and cracked it open. He begrudgingly snatched a broom and vacuum and
knocked around the dust and debris while he racked his mind. Through the corner of his eye, he noticed a conspicuously
crumpled up sticky note resting at the bottom of a trash
Caelan McSweeney
can. He carefully sorted it out of the trash and raised it up to
eye level. As he uncrumpled the paper and finished reading
it, a patterning could be heard from the outside patio. The
man quickly stuffed the paper into his back pocket. A feline
revealed itself and crept around the room, keeping a
constant gaze towards the man centering it. As the cat went
back to his perched position on the porch, the man’s hand
creeped towards the pistol on the ground, clenching it
tightly. The man pointed the pistol squarely at the base of
the cat’s neck, and prepared his fire. He squeezed his
trigger and his eyes simultaneously, but his finger wouldn’t
budge an inch. Frantically, the man tried to turn his gun to
look at it, but his arms wouldn’t budge. Looking up, the
cat’s eyes were fixed on the man’s face: and looking back
down again, he saw the barrel of the gun was too. Before
the man could let out a scream, the cat looked down at the
city below and a second, but final shot rang out.

PARANOIA
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Zachary Moss

GODSPEED
Riley Pearson

R

icky Santoro was always driving, speeding
through the city tunnels, cracking the
sound barrier. It didn’t matter how many
people were on the road, he would always slip through
bumper to bumper traffic, speakers blaring Bellbottoms.
His pulse would thump to the beat, his eyes wide and full
of life. A trusty pair of fuzzy dice bouncing around with the
energy of a child on a sugar rush, Ricky would shift gears
with a frantic gesture of his hand, a grin plastered on his
face and sweat rolling down his cheek.
It was a chilly Tuesday night when I first met him. I had
wrapped myself up in my jacket, blue neon lights glaring
down at me and the stench of smoke heavy in the air. A
faint, familiar buzz began to form in my brain, like static
being injected into my skull. Holding my breath, I
meandered my way to the sidewalk, flagging down a taxi.
Faster than a peregrine falcon diving for its prey, the
glistening car slammed into the space right in front of me.
The harsh neon lights were instantly blown away by the
warm glow that erupted from inside the vehicle. Standing
there breathless, a voice like hot chocolate asked me a
simple question, “Where ya heading?”
I stood there in shock for a few moments, pinching
myself to ensure I wasn’t dreaming. My lips finally
sputtered, “52nd and Wilson,” my jello legs pulling me into
the back seat. The lights instantly went out, and I cursed at

my inability to recognize a face before being plunged into
the back of my seat with the taxi’s instant acceleration.
The roar of the engine and the squealing of the
tires almost drowned out what the driver had said to me, “I
hope you don’t mind my musical taste.” A torrent of high
energy pumped out of the speakers, making the entire car
thump with glee.
“I don’t mind,” I yelled, desperate to be heard by
this man who had sped into my life.
“Nice! That’s what I like to hear!” he said, turning
the speakers up to an almost impossible level.
“Anyways, my name’s Ricky! What’s yours?” I
noticed that his face was directly looking at me, not even a
glance at the road flying past my vision.
“Jesus Christ! Look at the goddamn road!”
“It’s fine, don’t worry about it!” Ricky said while
spinning the wheel, narrowly dodging a herd of bikers. It
was as if he was possessed by some divine power,
keeping him from harm.
Chuckling and slightly buzzed from my earlier
drunken adventures, I answered, “My name’s Celeritas.”
“Damn, that’s hardcore! What’d your parents do,
pull out a Latin textbook?”
“Nah, my dad apparently had some sort of
prophetic dream that I’d be the fastest runner alive.”
“And how’d that turn out?” Ricky asked, entering a
tunnel filled to the brim with traffic.
“Let’s just say that I struggle to run a mile.”
“So not the athlete, huh? What do you do?” The
car was now driving on the side of the tunnel, speeding
over the roofs of the frustrated commuters below.
I gave out a deflated laugh, “You know, this and
that. I was a freelance photographer at one time.”
“And now?”
“...”
“I see.” Ricky clicked the music off, only the
thumping of the tunnel side pounding in my ears
remaining.
I noticed Ricky bite his lip with hesitation before
going on to say, “Listen, if you ever need anyone to talk
with, I’ll hand you my number, and if you call, I’ll give you a
free 20 minute ride around the city.”
For the first time in 27 years, I felt truly understood
from the bottom of my heart. I recalled all of the pitiful
glares I received as I chugged down whisky after whisky,
their eyes boring into my back as if to say, ‘What a
disgrace.’ But this man, with life springing out of his face,
didn’t look at me with disgust or even pity. Fat tears
enveloped my vision, blotting Ricky’s visage. The
glistening car leaped out of the cramped tunnel into the
fresh night air, and I caught my first good glimpse at his
face, moonlight illuminating his beaming grin. We soon
made it to my destination after that.
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Giving my profuse thanks, I resolved to meet up
with Ricky again as I bounced up to my dingy, flea-ridden
flat.
A few months later, Ricky had become my informal
therapist. I had finally strapped myself to a professional
photography job and refused to let go. Ricky and I had
become close-knit and I kept begging him to get a drink
with me one time, but he always seemed to dodge the
subject entirely.
One night, after a particularly impressive maneuver
where Ricky leaped over a 7 car pile-up, I asked him, “How
do you drive so well?”
“I dunno. How are you good at photography?”
“That’s a false equivalence and you know it.”
“Fair point. My mom always joked that I was
protected by the angel of victory. I dunno though, I don’t
really feel divine. It’s more like instinct.”
“That makes no sense.”
“Yeah, I know man! That’s what I’m saying! It
almost feels like I was born for this exact purpose.”
“I thought you said you didn’t feel divine.”
“That’s not what I’m saying. I- Sometimes- It feelsListen, I got no clue, man! You’re tryna get me into my
head. You know I don’t vibe with that shit.” Ricky shouted,
an edge of aggression I had never heard creeping into his
voice.
“Alright, I’ll stop. Sorry for being so nosy.”
“Nah, don’t worry about it. I’m a taxi driver, I guess
I should be used to getting asked those questions.”
The rest of the ride was deadly silent, Ricky’s
mouth twitching and a frustrated glare set on the road
ahead of him.
Months ticked by and Ricky seemed to decay in
front of my eyes like a flower wilting in the sun. More
moments of razors in his otherwise velvety voice popped
up like marshmallows made out of steel. I had asked him if
I was the problem, but he only responded, “I’m just not
going fast enough.” However, that didn’t keep me from
anxiously wondering if I was corrupting an angel.
The streets were steaming on June 29th, the
smoke of wildfires bristling through city streets like the
plague. Coughing, I gripped the iron-hot handle of Ricky’s
taxi and plopped myself in the cool breeze of the car,
closing my eyes and enjoying the relief.
“Hey Celeritas,” My eyes snapped open, his voice
now tasted like black coffee, and life was drained from his
eyes.
“Whoa! What the hell happened to you?”
“What hasn’t been happening? The world’s fucking
collapsing.”
“Surely it can’t be that ba-”
“Have you seen the goddamn news? The world’s
on fire! How am I supposed to live in peace when
thousands of people are burning up in a great blaze of fire?
I feel their screams, Celetiras. I hear them echoing through

the city streets. I see demons erupting from the flames,
cursing my name. Do you know what it’s like to have noise
constantly filling your head day after day after day after
DAY?”
I sat there in silence, unsure of what to say to the
tears now streaming down Ricky’s cheeks.
“Goddamnit,” His voice crackled, turning the key in
the ignition, engine blaring and music thumping. A few
tense minutes went by as we zoomed through the city,
Ricky’s driving as impressive as ever before the hot
chocolate returned, “Sorry for snapping at you like that. I’m
fine! I really am. You just caught me at a bad time is all.”
“Are you sure?”
“Sure I’m sure! Now what’s been going on with
your life?”
“Ricky…”
“Yeah? What’s up?”
“Listen man, if you ever need to talk-”
“I don’t wanna hear it,” he spat, venom spilling out
of his voice.
“What? But Ricky-”
“I said I don’t want to hear it! Why don’t we just
listen to some music instead?” He demanded, turning the
music up so loud I couldn’t hear myself think. The rest of
the ride was hell; a cacophony of noise barraged me as I
hopelessly watched Ricky plummet to Earth. When we
stopped, he flung me out of his car without a second
thought. I could only pray that he wouldn’t do anything
reckless.
I didn’t see him ever again after that. Every time I
would text him, the messages would only sit there,
collecting cobwebs. I was checking the obituaries every
day, fearful of the very worst, but nothing ever appeared.
Slowly, I began to forget what he looked like, only
remembering the glee on his face when we shot out of the
tunnel that fateful night. Everything else was wrapped up in
the smoky haze of wildfires. It was a static that I hadn’t felt
for a long time. My work deteriorated until I was eventually
fired, anxiety consuming me like a piranha. I threw myself
onto booze, drowning the beast living inside me, if only for
a night. The pitiful glares returned, and I was now casting
one down at myself.
I pitted the ideas of what caused Ricky’s mental
downward spiral against each other, wrestling with myself
in a never-ending battle. I felt weak. I couldn’t even get
over one single taxi driver. Stumbling through the streets,
neon buzzing overhead, I kicked a can haphazardly, the
aluminum clattering further down the road. I glanced up at
the dark clouds of industrialists, screams now filling my
ears.
Turning my head downwards, I felt drops of rain
prick at my skin. Mentally exhausted and with a long trek
home, I silently wept, thinking of fallen angels and the
sound of hot chocolate.
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LA CIGUAPA Y LA DIABLESSE: A Caribbean folklore duology
Sophia Futrell
THE WRONG PATH/EL CAMINO EQUIVOCADO
Oblivious men follow her
into the dark woods,
not bothering to look
beyond the long sleek hair
enveloping her sculpted body,
and her dark eyes
as warm as the tar
on the city’s boiling roads
or the deceptive skin
of the rainforest’s poison dart frog.
No, they are enthralled
by this effigy of fertility.
Led by her sultry birdsong
and answering the call of death,
these travelers wander off
returning as drained corpses,
their maroon blood
giving her skin earthly color
and their souls
giving her the energy
to remain a menace to the mortal,
leaving backwards footprints in her wake.
The only ones who smell her putrid stench:
the scent masked
behind flowers and fresh fruit
are the cinquenos:
animals also cursed to walk
in the living world
with deformed feet.
If given a chance,
they will be your compass,
guiding you under the full moon
to where she sings lies
into the cool night air
causing others to succumb to sin.

ANOTHER CROSS ON THE HIGHWAY/OTRA CRUZ
EN LA AUTOPISTA
With a face full of pale makeup, (esqueletos)
ready to celebrate the coming day (Dia de los Muertos)
I drive with heavy eyelids to the city (Sabaneta)
When a woman on the road with similar a costume stops
me (coqueta)
She enters with a rustle and tucks in her petticoat
(“muy frio”)
I explain that I’m also a traveler to this country (extranjero)
I fail to break the language barrier but she responds
(“Juanita”)
A playful smile and hand over mine on the wheel
(que bonita)
Beckoning lips, blood crimson like the stones on her
bangles (ambar?)
My mind wanders to a childhood memory and Jurassic
Park (rarer)
I ask her why her amber is so red and the smile leaves
(confusión)
I awkwardly tell myself it’s nothing to refill the silence
(ilusión)
I make her smile reappear with different small-talk (“Tu
casa?”)
Juanita responds, “It’s very close, I will show you”
(“Cerca de la plaza…?”)
I am cut off by her hand crushing mine (“Que miedo-”)
Turning the wheel sharply to the side (No puedo)
I realize her colorful dress and clothes were aposematic
(Peligrosa)
All lies, except for her face and its macabre “makeup”
(Mentirosa)
Part of me is left in the ditch trapped in my rental car
(Muerta vista)
But my spirit wakes up fragmented, joining her at her home
(La autopista)
Her gown, whipping in the wind, no longer hides
inhumanity (Una bruja)
Sealing my fate, she plants some twisted branches on the
road (Mi tomba)
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VIRTUAL BLUES
Julia Carey

Oh, lockdown summer was sweet
As much as being tethered could be sweet
But this winter has me imprisoned in defeat
Watching circles on squares in Teams
Initials crowding my computer in Teams
Over and over, ending up in my dreams
Every damn day is just the same
Trying to unmute when the teacher calls my name
Taking up my high school years, what a shame
Stuck waiting, slumping in my chair
Watching the clock, no escape from my chair
Virtual mounds of work to prepare
If life is a game, what’s this year’s losing score?
If joy emerges like a song, I’m waiting for the score
This is not the year that I wished for

Lauren Sartori
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Jasper Haywood

THE RABBIT’S
FOOT
Sydney Shelly

B

right blue eyes flickered across the dim
burrow. They swayed with the gentle air,
taking in every inch of detail; the curvature of
oak, the faint light leaking outside. The pupils shifted
with the atmosphere. At first, they were pinpricks, but
soon they expanded into curious voids that bore
through the darkness. The mouth beneath the eyes
exhaled slowly, lips parted, and soon the person
attached to them stood up. The spine seemed to
extend in relief, free from the harsh outlines of the
chair that its master had been resting in.
Sauntering into the center of the burrow, a child
revealed himself to the light. Calmly moving past the
black, his blue eyes shifted to a palette more suited
for the outside world. As he walked out, the child’s
face was alerted to the coldness of the forest. The
winds gently caressed his cheek, before nipping

angrily. Brushing it off, the child continued to walk.
The sky ahead was cloudy, fluffy like a rabbit’s tail.
“Basil! We were wondering where you had gone off
to.”
Another child came around the bend of a tree. Her
long blonde hair was covered with leaves. She wore a
similar outfit to his, though the hem was much longer,
scraping the dirt beneath. Her clothes were whiter
than the distant sky.
“You didn’t call for me,” Basil replied.
“The Buck didn’t allow us too.”
Basil looked to the horizon, scanning the trees for
movement. After a beat of silence, he said, “Shirley,
have the others gone already?”
Nodding, Shirley pulled a bright, full leaf from her
locks. “I was the only one who waited for you. I’m sure
it will get me in trouble, but I don’t care. You would
have waited for me.”
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warm, deep voice flowed from beneath the covering,
If it weren’t for the chill that stiffened his lips, Basil
sharp and acute.
would have told Shirley that he, in fact, wouldn’t have
waited for her.
“My dear, we are all still here, standing to
accordance. The ground is not red, nor is the sky. Use
“Now come on! We don’t want to miss the hunt!”
your brain, my little bunny. Have you missed
Being younger, Shirley had a lot more energy than
anything?”
her companion. She bolted through the woods, her
bare feet crunching the wet autumn leaves, with
Her expression faltered for a moment. Shirley’s
golden hair blowing back. A wisp of Shirley’s hair
mouth curled downwards as those plastic eyes looked
landed in Basil’s curly red locks, to
upon her, silent. Then, she shot
which he paid it no mind. Basil’s
the man a smile.
nails grazed the bark of the
“Nope! No sir, Mr. Buck sir!”
“Basil’s nails grazed the bark
surrounding branches as he moved
“Very well, then!” The man
them away, his pale fingers wiggling
clapped
his hands together. “We
of the surrounding branches as
like the sensitive ear of a rabbit.
the whole nest.”
he moved them away, his pale have
Rabbits.
“Where are our coats?” Basil
asked plainly, lacking the
Basil had many as a small child,
fingers wiggling like the
slightest hint of impatience.
when he could only crawl. Three or
sensitive ear of a rabbit.”
four, if his memory served him
An older kid lifted up his mask
correctly. They were big, round
and sneered. “They’re over
creatures with eyes that made one
there, in the grass. Dewdrop and
grit their teeth. Their fur smelled funny, always dusty
I got tired of holding them, so we put ‘em down.”
from the cages and food pellets and whatnot. Basil
“I ordered you to hold onto them,” The Buck
would cradle with them as a baby, their musk arising a droaned. His tone had been stripped of any
comforting drowsiness that always managed to lull
playfulness, now flat and forward.
him to sleep.
The boy slammed his mask back onto his face and
turned to attention, his body moving around
“Ow! I stepped on a rock!” Shirley yelled from
mechanically.
ahead, bouncing on one leg. Her four toes curled up
in agony, as she stifled back a grunt of pain.
Basil and Shirley walked over to the meadow
surrounding the road. Their winter coats were splayed
Be very grateful, The Buck had told them. Rabbits
perfectly on the ground, aloft due to the fluffy grass.
must lose their entire foot, but you will only lose a
Atop each part in the clothing’s flaps were two
sliver. Do not forget my kindness today, children.
identical rabbit masks. The coloring and pattern of
Basil stared at her toes, as they relaxed and found
design was a dull grey, only lit up by the human
their place on the ground once again. Shirley had
underneath. As the two kids got themselves dressed,
chosen her right foot during the ritual, because she
The Buck’s head twisted around slowly. Astonishingly,
was left handed. She said that it would balance her
his body stood perfectly still. Three sets of black eyes
out.
met.
As the two walked on further, the trees parted
themselves and revealed a simple dirt road. The path
“Hurry now, children.”
cut clear through the acres of nature, straightened to
The mask’s lining poked into Basil’s freckled
perfection. On it stood a group of people, children and cheeks. Though he would not admit it, he felt trapped
teens and adults of all shapes and sizes. Their dark
within its confinements. He had nightmares about
clothing hung to their sides, folded neatly and tucked
getting up in the middle of the night, running to the
into billowing fabrics. The tallest man turned to look at mirror and finding that his head had been replaced by
Basil and Shirley, his expression concealed by the
that of a rabbit’s. The Buck had always said that all
plastic mask he wore.
dreams were meaningless, but Basil could feel the
blood dripping down his neck. He could always smell
“We’re here!” Shirley said, panting as her feet
the decaying fur and flesh; sometimes a maggot
collided with the dirt. Basil silently followed, stepping
would wriggle in and out of his nostrils. Whenever he
off of the blanket of leaves. The ground rushed at his
woke up, he had to run to the mirror just to make sure.
heels, clinging to the wet skin.
“Did we miss it, sir?”
“My bunnies, today we gather in action!” Lifting his
The man bent down to Shirley’s height, the eyes of hands, The Buck tilted his head to the sky.
his mask emotionless and painted with precision. A
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“An intruder has been spotted running around our
burrows and jumping through our bridges. He has
even taken some of our food.”
At this revelation, the children booed and hissed.
Older folk did not respond, but some adolescents
shuffled their feet in anger.
“This act of theft is abhorred by the Great Rabbit in
the sky. He has drawn these clouds together in
protest. He has taken away our warmth, as
punishment for not snuffing out the evildoer’s flame!”
“I want the sun back!” A child exclaimed.
“Me too!”
“What a meanie, taking our things!”
A great uproar flooded the air, riling it from its
slumber. The winds seemed to howl in unison with the
rioting children. The Buck displayed his flat palms,
and all fell silent once more.
Putting a finger to square, protruding teeth, the tall
man lowered his voice to a whisper.
“The intruder is upon us,” each hushed syllable was
drawn out endlessly, mingling with the atmosphere.
A woman raised her arm, a finger pointed in the
direction of the road. Everybody turned.
Standing before the group was a shaggy, unkempt
man. His beard spread all throughout his face, white
and rough. Carrot specks littered the interior of the
hairs, dribbling from his mouth. As more white hairs
peeked through the faded blue cap on his head,
Basil’s eyes wandered down to the dirty robes that hid
the man’s emancipated form. He spoke with a gruff
voice.
“H-hey there…” Basil could see his hands shaking
as he gingerly waved at the masked group. “I… I don’t
want any trouble. I just really needed some food-”
They charged.
The ragged man gasped, caught up by their ranks
and flanked at both his sides. The Buck produced a
small knife, jamming it into the stranger’s ribs. A
howling erupted from the victim’s chapped, hairy lips.
This was a signal, and the others soon followed.
Flashes of silver reigned through and through, as the
others tore and tore at the heretic. Shirley chirped with
glee, her knife working through the man’s skin like a
woodpecker's noble beak. Basil dove in and out with
his arm, emotionlessly cutting up the man. The man
begged, pleaded, and screamed. Nothing could sway
the vicious creatures.
As the man slumped to the ground, The Buck
shouted to the skies.
“REJOICE, MY LITTLE BUNNIES, REJOICE! THE
VILE MAN HAS FALLEN!”
Amongst the celebration, Basil focused on the

lifeless eyes of the thief. He thought it to be rather
rude that the man didn’t meet his gaze. Shirley
grabbed Basil’s shoulder.
“That was amazing! We did it, Basil! We made the
Great Rabbit happy again!”
Basil nodded, looking up at the treetops. If bunnies
could fly, they’d be soaring to the top of the forest,
singing songs of praise. They’d be hopping and
dancing around in the clouds, and maybe one would
fly down so that Basil could touch its fur.
But bunnies don’t fly. Rabbits don’t either. Basil
knows this because The Buck told him so.
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Jonah Pearson

DETERMINATION
Jacob Sinton

“N

o... This isn’t over, you demon!” In quick haste
of anger, I stand up from my bed and run
towards the stairs, grabbing the chair on my
way out. With my eyes filled by tears and fury, I fly over the
railing, hitting myself on the floor in the process. My world
darkened, my vision became blurry, and my thoughts
scattered like the blood on my floor. As I fall out of reality, I
glance one last time as the dark aura, now fuming, engulfs
the chair.
“Nighttrap, prepare for a nightmare to remember,”
I say to myself before blacking out.
***
I wake up in the distorted reality once again, however,
everything I’ve ever known is twisted. My belongings
smashed, furniture destroyed, and all of my paintings are
covered in black ink.“Nighttrap awaits” is written on them.
However, the most sickening damage done to my house
sits in the living room hallway. My family portrait, once full
of joy and happiness, now replaced with my family hanging
from a tree, their lifeless smiles staring back at me.
“I’ll kill you!” I shout to the empty house.
“There’s no going back now, so come at me!”I can
hear his darkening laugh echo throughout the house.
“I’m not afraid of you anymore!” “Ha...Ha...Ha…”
its laughter enrages me while I stand up. The chair, no
longer glowing, levitates and shatters itself on the ground.
Looks like there is no escape for either of us now.
“Does thou dare challenge me...?” I turn to meet
the nightmare face to face. He is just as terrifying as he
was before.
“I do! I want to end this once and for all!” I yell
back at Nighttrap.
“Oh, that’s just so sweet, but I’m afraid you are not
prepared to see what I am capable of…” His mysterious
tone only angers me more. I’ve had it with him. In a boost
of courage, I lunge at Nighttrap, noticing that he is still halfblind from our last encounter.
“I won’t fall for that twice…” he says, and he
avoids my body, striking me back into the wall.

He holds my neck against the wall and proceeds
to drag me across the carpet. I struggle but to no avail. I
can’t break free from his grip. He looks down at me, with
pride and anger raging in his one functioning eye. He
slowly tightens around my throat. I begin choking and
quickly change color.
“One who fears suffocating deserves to drown,
one who fears drowning deserves to suffocate,” his words
bounce through the walls.
He lifts me by my throat and throws me across the
room. I try to make a break for the kitchen, but he jumps
up and lands on my legs, they snapped. I scream in
anguish as I struggle to free my shattered legs.
“You damn beast! Let me go!” I shout, swinging
and its leg.
He stumbles back but quickly recovers from my
weak punches. It steps back a few feet, smiling at my
misfortune.
“Tell me, Kaen...what do you think will happen
next?” That was the first time I have ever heard it say my
name.
“You live in a world of fear, scarred by countless
years of agony.”
“Wh...what do you mean?” I question struggling to
lie on my hip. He motions to his left. I look over and see
images of a burning building. Several people are running
out, except for one girl.
“Ember…” I whisper to myself as he burns away
the images.
“You feel regretful for the events that took place
that day. You regret the decisions you made, and so
created a deeper world of fear.” His words sunk into my
mind, causing them to twist and turn trying to figure out his
true intentions.
“Why me?...Why have you attacked me for all
these years? What have I done to you!” I shout at the top
of my lungs.
“I am everything you have ever feared, you will
never know what it is like to be just a bad dream, a
nightmare.” his tone becoming more timid.
“I rule your dreams, and you will forever bow to my
mercy, however, you shall receive none, my kind thrives on
the suffering of yours, as I am their ruler,” his tone once
again becoming agitated.
“I am Nighttrap! King of nightmares and ruler of
the…'' he stops abruptly.
“Die!” he shouts, commanding several shadowy
figures to my weakened body. I am instantly swarmed by
the shadows, feeling the horrific energy with each strike I
take.
“Everything you know will die around you, and you
will perish along with them,” his voice echoes, and I get a
glimpse of his damaged left eye, now glowing bright
purple.
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“Look into your fears, you think you have what it
takes to strike me down, then challenge them and fall
trying.”
I struggle, trying to gain any resistance, but can’t
help but look into the ghoul’s face. A wax doll appears in
the dark void, resembling a friend I had lost years ago. I
wildly throw my hand at the ghoul, however, it withstands it
and pins me to the ground, shouting screams of fear and
despair into my face. My brain turns to static, with the
words “stay determined” flashing throughout. In a boost of
power, I force the ghoul off, causing it to disappear.
“I’m sorry Jack, I couldn’t save you,” I whisper my
mind now being filled with courage.
“But I won’t let you die in vain,” Nighttrap looks at
me in surprise, which is quickly filled with fury.

“I told you...to die!” he lunges at me with intense
power. I roll over to my stomach, avoiding his grasp. He
quickly turns back, pounces onto my chest, his razorsharp teeth inches away from my nose.
“Stay determined,” I whisper, before quickly
getting tossed across the room.
“Don’t you get it?! This isn’t a video game, where
you can just repeat a single phrase and win!”
“You are stuck in here forever! I am the true
victor!” he shouts, as he bashes my head into the floor. I
can hear my skull crack as it repeatedly gets driven into
the ground below.
“Mom, Dad, Ember… I love you all, and I’m sorry. I wasn’t
determined enough to save myself.”

Shea Augustin

THE STILL GRASS
Sofie Hogue
They stand stock still each day and night Their
arms outstretched, perched for flight A flat matte
green, cold diamond dew They stare at the air
Up at me and you
And every second a blade it flops
And from its surface a diamond drops Oh, in the
forest down below
It’s never still
They come and go
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WHO IS CARMEN McKAY?
Gwen Kozlowski
Amongst the terribly depressing hues of Main
Street stood Elizabeth Kingsley. Notorious among
billionaires and their trust fund babies, it was hard for
this posh young lady to escape.
“No one can find me here,” The Upper East
Side royalty whispered to herself, praying that
statement was correct. The countless times she had
said those six words, they never seemed to come
true, but she couldn’t let them be wrong this time.
This place was different from the others. No
one would ever imagine Elizabeth Kingsley to be
slumming it in Hillford County and that was the point.
Her rendezvous in penthouses of London, Tokyo, and
Paris was not quite cutting it anymore. Her father
could find her anywhere.
With a puff of the chilled Pennsylvanian air,
Ms. Kingsley set off down the street to her desired
destination: Hillford Inn. There couldn't have been a
better choice for the haven she was seeking, from the
beige door to the tan exterior, it reeked of monotony.
No place for this distinguished girl.
“Hello! How can I help you this fine
afternoon?” A peppy voice followed the chime of the
bell. Ms. Kingsley quietly stepped inside the mustardyellow room and accidentally let a flash of disgust
cross her face before she quickly replaced it with a
smile.
“Hello, may I have a room for one please?”
Her Chanel booted feet took tentative steps forward,
not wanting to draw too much attention to her evident
wealth. Yet, they immediately drew the rosy-cheeked
lady’s eyes, and with a confused expression, the
innkeeper handed her a key.
“You stay safe...” She trails off, expecting a
name.
“Carmen, Carmen McKay.” The girl with an
infamous name lied.
“Alright Ms. McKay, stay as long as you like.”
A kind but pitying smile sent Ms. Kingsley to the
stairs on her right.
Her bedroom on the second floor was, in
short, nightmarish. The drab wallpaper peeling in
more places than one, furnished with scratched
wooden chairs and tables.
“Perfect,” A sigh escaped from newly named
Carmen McKay’s pursed lips.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Dear Mrs. Thomas, I am terribly sorry for
coming into your life so haphazardly. I tried my best to
assimilate to this new environment, but I think we both
knew I wasn’t going to be here long when I first arrived.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
For the next week, Elizabeth Kingsley endured
conditions she had never before experienced, going
down to breakfast every morning instead of getting
room service and showering in a weak stream of
lukewarm water, nowhere near her rain showerhead
in her penthouse apartment on 85th street.
Saying Ms. Kingsley had been adjusting just
fine to her new routines would be a complete falsity.
The benevolent woman from the desk, now known to
Elizabeth as Mrs. Thomas, had been attempting to
help ever since Elizabeth arrived, acting on her
motherly instincts for the girl. Of course, Elizabeth
had manners and graciously declined any offers of
dinner with Mrs. Thomas’s family saying she had
other plans each night.
Mrs. Thomas went home every day worrying
about the poor girl who obviously needed help in the
real world. But she wasn’t the type to speculate or
gossip, so she kept these thoughts to herself. As if
she had anyone to tell anyway.
“You're late. Dinner should have been out by
now.” A deep voice said the minute she stepped
through the door.
Well, she had one person to tell, but it’s not
like he would listen.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
You have to promise that you will leave that
dreadful man, Mrs. Thomas. You helped me be happy
in this new place, I only want the same for you.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
“I’m sorry dear, it will only be a few minutes.”
With an aggravated huff, Mrs. Thomas rushed past
her husband to the kitchen.
The buzz of the television and the smell of
liquor drifted through the doorway as Mrs. Thomas
prepared supper.
“Boys! Come downstairs and set the table!”
Her annoyed voice rang through the house.
Outside this bustling suburban home stood
the one and only Ms. Kingsley. After suffering through
another bland shower with horrible water pressure
she decided to take Mrs. Thomas up on her offer. If
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Elizabeth wanted to enjoy her stay, she might as well
make some friends, even if they were forty-year-old
mothers.
Her Chanel boots had been replaced with
Nike sneakers, and those boring shoes took her up
the front walk. The Thomas house looked like every
other one on the block: not very structurally sound,
probably built in about a month, and wildly cheap.
This one, however, was yellow, only a tinge more
colorful than those surrounding it, but still different.
That brought a smile to Ms. Kingsley's lips as she
lifted her curled fist to knock on the ivory-white front
door.
Perhaps Ms. Kingsley’s attitude was changing
the longer she stayed in Hillford. The once snooty,
stuck-up, spoiled New Yorker was just a little less
snooty, stuck-up, and spoiled.

“Well, thank you then. Come through here and
let's get your coat off! These Pennsylvanian winters
are unforgiving.”
Ms. Kingsley stepped through the doorway of
the Thomas house and was immediately attacked by
two mousy haired boys. Wild energy radiated from
them, bringing joy to everyone in the vicinity. Ms.
Kingsley instantly felt safer and more confident.
“Elliot! Charlie! That is no way to treat our
guest!” But Elizabeth just laughed. Mrs. Thomas
looked at her giddy expression with shock for a
second and then chuckled along with her.
“Come on boys, go set the table.” The
troublemakers rolled their eyes and set off for the
kitchen.
“I can help too!” Ms. Kingsley’s eyes shone
with sincerity, obviously wanting to make herself
useful.
“Be my guest,” And with a gesture to the
Mrs. Thomas heard a knock at the door.
kitchen, Mrs. Thomas followed the girl through the
“Can someone get the door?!”
rose papered hallway.
Another knock.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
“Matt!”
I will forever remember your beautiful children
The sound of knuckles hitting wood
and their wonderful smiles. Thank you for letting me into
resounded through the house.
your home.
Mrs. Thomas’s mouth released another sigh,
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
she threw the turquoise kitchen towel she was
“Hello, Carmen! Boys! Carmen is here for the
holding over her shoulder and walked out of the
afternoon, I will be back at around seven, be good!”
room.
Mrs. Thomas hugs the thrilled Ms. Kingsley over the
stoop, as she had taken to spending more and more
Ms. Kingsley was having cold feet, literally
time in the Thomas house with the boys instead of
and figuratively. She did a little dance on the front
porch to get her toes moving in her not–so–insulated the drab inn since Mr. Thomas had departed on one
of his frequent business trips.
shoes. When she was just about to turn around and
“Carmen dear, when I come back please stay
make the short but cold trek back through this old
past
dinner,”
As this was their routine by now,
forgotten town, the door opened.
chatting
after
dinner. Ms. Kingsley still hadn’t spilled
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
her most important secret yet, but she felt safe
That day you opened the door for me, my life
enough with Mrs. Thomas.
changed. You showed me empathy and kindness. My
Over the past few weeks, both women had
life had been cocktail parties and secrets, yet you
grown
out
of their shells and opened up to each
revealed the charm in family dinners and board games.
other. From sharing raunchy secrets to playing
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
childish board games, they laughed together. Mrs.
“Carmen! Oh, how wonderful to see you!”
Thomas’s red cheeks would glow in the dim lamplight
Mrs. Thomas’s soft brown eyes crinkled at the sight
as she recanted her experiences before marriage.
of the girl.
Ms. Kingsley’s smile would grow as she watched this
“I’m sorry for coming so late, Mrs. Thomas. I
just thought, well, you have been asking for so long, it once bland woman come to life.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
would only be polite to come.” Mrs. Thomas saw
I don’t want your loving family caught up in my
right through her lie and decided that the poor girl
drama,
even your sorry excuse for a husband. I know I
was lonely. This was not far from the truth.
haven’t told you much of my story, but hearing yours
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the other night has made me think about my own
predicament. You have probably assumed many things
about me and why I am here in your town, and you
deserve the truth.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
“Carmen dearest, I’m home! Have you had a
chance to pick the boys up from school yet?” Mrs.
Thomas called into the deserted hallway. Bustling
through the front door, Mrs. Thomas dropped her
keys on the entryway table and heaved her bags
down the hall. A soft tune escaped her lips as she
set down her groceries.
It had been almost two months that Ms.
Kingsley had been welcomed into Mrs. Thomas’s
family and the Upper East Side princess had grown
to love spending time with Elliot and Charlie. She
was essentially a nanny for the rowdy boys and a
best friend for the lonely Mrs. Thomas. Even though
Mrs. Thomas could tell Ms. Kingsley was not entirely
who she said she was, the kind older woman knew
Elizabeth had the best intentions when it came to the
Thomas family. What was in the poor younger
woman's past should stay in her past, Mrs. Thomas
had decided.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
See Mrs. Thomas, I found out many horrible
things about my father recently and as the selfish,
immature person I am, I ran. I didn’t want to face the
truth of the man I have looked up to my whole life. Your
amazing words of starting anew have resonated with
me, but I know I have to go back to my rightful place in
my family. While my dreams may never be achieved,
yours still can. I wish for your success and I know you
don’t want to accept it but I have left a parting gift for
you.
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––
“Carmen!” The mother once again called. She
continued her weekend morning duties, putting food
away, and planning dinner. After a moment she

looked up to call for her friend a third time and a
yellow flash caught her eye.
Among the pink kitchen cupboards sat a
slightly large luminescent sticky note. Under it,
hundreds of green folded bills. Mrs. Thomas carefully
peeled the note off the wall and with only a glance,
recognized her dear Carmen’s scrawl.
Dear Mrs. Thomas, I am terribly sorry…

Brenna Meehan
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THE OLD MAN AND THE BLIND DOG
Sofia Zate
“You bastard dog! Quit your barking this very minute or you won’t be having any dinner!” The old man bellowed
at the dog who stood by the front door, his nose high in the air.
His howls could be heard from the old schoolhouse to the Petunia’s farm. Although the noise he made was shrill
and deafening, no one in Cloverfield complained because the dog was nearly twenty and blind in both eyes and worthy
of some pity. Although he was blind as a bat he knew, almost instinctively, where the front door of the cabin was and he
annoyed the old man to no end and after what seemed like hours of endless barking, the old man got up from his
armchair with a grunt.
“What on god’s green earth could you possibly be so worked up about?” The old man said, as his heavy
footsteps made the short distance from the fireplace to the front door. The dog could hear him coming and shuddered
with each step that brought the man closer. The old man swung open the door and inspected the yard below. Snow
heavy and white was laid thick on the ground and the steps up to the cabin were undisturbed. It seemed as though no
one had come to visit the cabin in some time. It was just as the old man was about to close the door when the blind dog
decided to make a run for it. His age and blindness hindered his escape ability, and he was only able to make it down
two stairs before the old man grabbed him by the scruff of his neck and pulled him, ungently back inside. The door was
shut with a definite bang. “You dastardly animal! Trying to make a run for it? From me? Your loving provider? You and I
both know you wouldn’t last a minute in the snow on your own. Would you really rather die to prove a point than live with
me?” The old man asked sarcastically. The dog only whimpered in response.
The old man settled back into his armchair with some sense of satisfaction, having quieted the thing. He picked
up a frayed copy of Pride and Prejudice and resumed his reading. He had made it through only 3 pages before the
pained yelp of the blind dog was heard again. This time he had managed to climb up the windowsill, beside the
bookshelf, but on account of his blindness, was facing the wrong way. The old man hurled his book at the dog and hit
him on the head. The dog fell from the window still and onto the hardwood below without a sound. The old man, too lazy
to retrieve his novel, settled into the armchair for a well-deserved rest. He awoke to hear the clicking of nails on
hardwood and knew it to be the sound of his dog up and walking again. The old man had knocked the blind dog out
many times over twenty years, and he had always gotten back up, so this came as no surprise. The next few days at the
cabin passed more peacefully than they had in years. The old man assumed that the blow to the head had finally
knocked some sense into the old dog. The man fed the dog each morning and afternoon and his bowl was always
emptied by the next meal. Everything was as it should be until the thawing of spring.
The spring came early to Cloverfield that year, a welcome thing to residents who felt they’d had no luck in years.
The snow melted into little rivers that pooled in the ditches and turned the streets into mud. As warmth seeped into the
little cabin, the old man noticed a foul smell, one he had only ever smelt once before. It was pungent and nauseating and
entirely impossible to ignore. The smell of rotting flesh.
The old man found the corpse of his blind dog resting behind the bookshelf, exactly where it had fallen weeks
before. His mangled flesh was spotted with long dried blood and it was clear to even an untrained eye that the dog had
been dead for some time. The sight and smell of it were truly horrifying and it took all of the old man’s self-control not to
vomit then and there.
Gerald Petunia was out walking with his daughter Maria enjoying the rays of sunlight that beamed from the
cloudless sky. As they waded through the muddy road in their galoshes, Gerald and Maria could hear a raspy yap that
they immediately knew was coming from the old man’s cabin. Maria cringed and covered her ears to the unpleasant
sound and her father looked at her with some pity. She was only 6 and hadn’t quite gotten used to the insistent barking.
“I am so sure that we had had an end to the yapping you know” Gerald started “What was it? Three weeks of blessed
silence? But I supposed I shouldn’t have counted my chickens before they hatched. He’s been barking like that since his
wife died twenty years ago.”
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EYELASHES after Kaveh Akbar
Charlotte Maleski
There is a delicate black sliver
on the corner of my notebook page:
an eyelash.
I press one finger atop it.
A dark crescent moon
now hangs on my fingertip.
There is a thin streak
on my desk.
Another eyelash.
And another.
And another.
They weren’t there before.
Even more come to rest on my page filled
with eyelash-poems,
every letter of every word made from eyelashes.
Every stanza sits on straight lines of eyelashes,
pouring from my pencil tip
which is an eyelash,
gripped by my finger with the first singular eyelash.
It is now my five fingers with five eyelashes,
my whole hand is eyelashes,

wet,
spilling over with tears,
no eyelashes to hide them
because my eyelids are bare,
so many eyelashes and
none left for me.
With a single exhale
I blow them all away,
making thousands of eyelash-wishes—
I hope one reaches you.

and my watch hands are
telling eyelash-time,
ticking past minutes marked
by eyelashes,
each passing minute I see more.
Eyelashes crowd the windowsill
and rustle in the trees,
in which perch eyelash birds
singing eyelash song,
carried to my ears
on eyelash winds,
which stir the piles
that have collected on the floor.
Eyelashes flutter upwards,
rise to my calves,
eyelashes are at the backs of my knees,
itching my midsection,
climbing my spine,
I am up to my neck in eyelashes,
and once they arrive at my cheeks
I am bombarded by butterfly kisses,
eyelashes finally reaching eyes to find them
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Countryside
Caitlin Hamilton
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hat builds a nation? In hindsight,
oftentimes when a nation declines it
is due to preventable mistakes.
These issues would slowly amplify each other and eat
away at what the purpose for such a regime was in
the first place, leaving the time that forged them as
an afterthought. The golden ages of empires are
characterized by the indeterminable will and passion
of its leaders. That’s what the general consensus
should be in the minds of all. However, many people
simply could not see a forest for the trees.
“Pieces, pieces, all around...where they go,
cannot be found,” hummed a little boy, examining the
barren landscape of contrasting red and black,
composed of weathered sand. The sky presented no
clouds, no stars, not even an endless blue, but an
opaque white.
“I didn’t bring you here to screw around all
day,” Windsor seethed. “Are you going to help make
sense of this mess or not?”

“You frighten me, mister,” the boy said.
“Where are you from?”
“Britain.”
“And the year?”
“1828.”
“Name?”
“Willy.”
“Why are your clothes so dirty?”
“Factory work, mister.”
“So, you didn’t have an education?”
“No mister. Why are you askin’ so many
questions? Where am I? Who are you?”
Windsor’s face lit up, as he began an
overdramatic, showboating presentation. The boy sat
with only passing interest, running the coarse sand
through his fingers, blistered from the work he had
been doing all day.
“This...is my test. A location far beyond your
world, safe from the outside. We could be at the
beginning, or end of time...but it seems I only have a
limited amount to perform my task.”
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The boy didn’t answer, marveling at the red
sand. Windsor sighed, before dropping to one knee in
front of the boy. He dropped the sand in his right
hand but clenched it tight in his left.
“If you can’t help, I’m going to have to send
you back.”
“What? Can I bring the sand back with me?”
“I’m afraid not.” Windsor smiled.
“Ah, goodbye then,”
“Good luck,” Windsor called.
The boy’s eyebrows furrowed before his face
illuminated with terror. His body became ethereal and
returned to the time from which he was taken. After
the last wisps of the boy had vanished, Windsor
began to chuckle. The grains of sand whirled around
the endless plain.
“You’re a psychopath,” a voice called.
“I try to be. Here to oversee my progress?”
“Something like that...or lack thereof. Have
you just harassed a person from every century or
actually asked them to help?”
“A...mix of the two,” Windsor said sheepishly.
“A mix?! And how do you know they won’t tell
someone of this? Are you even erasing their
memories?”
“I bring them here while they’re sleeping. If
they remember it, they’ll think it was a weird dream.
Or something like that. Now leave me to it, or get
out.”
“I’m a disembodied voice. I can't exac-”
“You know what I meant. Now get out!”
Windsor shouted, kicking sand in anger.
“Childish to the last…” the voice faded.
The sands of time settled, the grains falling to
the identical array. Windsor stopped smiling, gazing
up at the sky, checking beyond the clouds to see
how much time he had left.
What I wouldn’t give for this to be a success.
Windsor thought. Ah, time for another.
An endearing chant plays to the winds of
casuality, summoning another human to make sense
of a broken history. The boy looked not a day over
21. Windsor sighed, before helping him up.
Dammit, I have the worst of luck. Another clueless
kid. Windsor thought, beginning to clear his throat.
“What’s your name?”
“Name’s Ira. You?” Ira shook off his hand and
took a few steps back, quite intrigued by his
surroundings.

“You don’t need to know. I require assistance
from any willing participant. I have been tasked to
chronicle the history of humanity, and I would like
your perspective...from the, uh, let’s see here...the
21st century?”
“What, like getting help to cheat on an
exam?”
“Why must every bloody human insist on
thwarting me at every turn?!”
“You’re not exactly an upstanding individual
yourself, it seems,” Ira retorted. “Having trouble with
a history assignment.”
“Time sort,” Windsor corrected him.
“Whatever. Sounds even worse.”
“Screw off.”
“You say you can control time, and yet you
sound like you’re a Brit from 20 years ago,” Ira
observed.
“Speaking to you in my normal tongue or
accent would pose a bit of a challenge for you to
understand me. I just copied what I heard from some
Norman...I think it’s Viking? And some host of a
cooking show...he swore a lot...”
Whilst the equally childish god and human
argued, beyond in a faraway tower the disembodied
voice communicated with remnants that had fallen by
the wayside long ago. As night began to crawl in,
Windsor’s time was running out, much to the delight
of the viewers. The most interesting time was on its
way. The pressure would see any coherency fall
apart, or galvanize Windsor’s resolve to surpass the
challenge.
“It’s a game of tug-o-war if I’ve ever seen
one,” Agafya, a loose set of armor, described.
“Except Windsor is like if a Threisholden dog and that
kid is a-”
“I see your aptitude for metaphors has not
increased in the slightest, Agafya,” Aeneas said,
leaning on the many stone features.
“Maybe not...but I’ve gotten better at
figurative language than that one can with reason.”
In the distance, Windsor began cursing in
frustration, as Ira began running away. Windsor
quickly followed suit.
“I wonder why he chose humans, of all races,”
Aeneas pondered, watching the spectacle intently.
“He says he sees a spark in the species. I
must grant him that humanity is tenacious and has a
lot of potential, but progression and regression will
continually hinder the human race.”
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A subtle breeze passed through the hollow
armor of Aeneas, prompting him to look through the
crevices and openings in the tower.
“Speak your mind, Vise,” Aeneas said.
“Gladly. As you two have probably already
observed, he’s suffering many setbacks in his work.”
“Evidently. If this next batch of trainees can’t
save our future...all this work will be for naught,”
Agafya warned, beginning to retreat back in the
castle.
“Should I give him his last words then?” Vise
asked Aeneas.
“I won’t stop you.”
The consciousness manifested before Windsor for
the last time, seeing that Ira was no longer present.
“Oh...it’s you again,” Windsor said meekly.
“I assume the boy couldn’t impart anything to
you?”
“What an astute observation, Vise.”
“Every society shall have its beginning and
end. It was unfair to rest this on you and the other
trainees.”
“And without us? That’s the problem with
time. Go too far in either direction, past or future, and
you end up having the impossible task of
differentiating the two...it’s all so...primitive. I don’t
know who the reigns will be left for now...”
“Extremes often are this way, Windsor,” Vise
affirmed.
“Two sides of the same proverbial coin.”
“And so we must atone. The laws of time are
something that can’t be entrusted to any other
species than our own...though I don’t even know I
can believe it can be in safe hands with the impulsive,
such as yourself,” Vise stated. “Back in my day-”
“Not in the mood for stories. Don’t even have
a day left now.”
“You’re making my point for me. Our future is
left in the hands of infants who have no way to grasp
the magnitude of what’s waiting...much like the boy
you despise over there. When you can sail on the
whims of the cosmos and time, we can run from it.
However, decay and entropy will never be far behind
for a race as stagnant as our own. Our future is much
different from ‘the’ future. We have surpassed a linear
timeline but cannot breach our end. From one side to
another...it’s all the same.”
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Y0U H4V3 MY W0R|)
Sophia Futrell
(based on “The Quiet World” by Jeffrey McDaniel, Ella Minnow Pea by Mark Dunn, and other lipograms)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.
z.

The citizens found loopholes in the 167-word limit: folkswhospokequickcouldfitinmore
wordsforeverydigit and lexicons with different runes like Chinese still worked, so
in response, the government will remove every letter in every lingo, hour to hour.
In 23 hours, everyone will go silent. The worst is upon us nowI know it’s tiring to slow to your knowing with this fix,
using modish timbr’ to skip signs you no nothing o’Synonyms quit, I try improv with optimism: mostly ivory irony.
Jumpy klutz limps to join sour jury, I work up ploys
to mow out lousy monks on top...
sly proxy plus
upmost turnout to plot.
Us... toys pout, spout norms to mostly
nutty, snouty, rusty83c4us3 w3 thr3w s0 m4ny 1nsu|ts 4t th3 |4wm4k3rs, th3y 4r3 4||0w1n9 us t0 wr1t3
us1n9 num83rs 4nd s0m3 0th3r c0mpr0m1s3s, g1v1ng us 3n0ugh l3tt3rs t0 b3 l3g1bl3
to th3 t1ght-l1pp3d st4tus quo, but w3 d3m4nd 4 t0t4l r3p34l
0ur c0untry 1s bu1|t 0n FR33 SP33CH, W3 S4Y! G1V3 US B4CK 0UR WORDSOh. Finally, you have decided to unzip our lips and open your ears.
Have you considered how far humanity has come from wall scrawls to screen text?
How one ignorant act could reverse all of this as easily as erasing words on paper
and we would never progress past the stages of zoo animals?
This is for ordering at restaurants, calling loved ones, every simple act that needs words;
the linguists, the politicians, the singers, every professional who relies on them.
We promise to look each other in the eye if you let us say the “I love you’s” we mean
and try our best to learn to sign for those that lack this privilege.
You have my word (...but not in the literal sense).

Author’s Note: Guide of symbol replacements for lines N-Q
A/a= 4
B/b= 8
E/e= 3
O/o= 0
L/l= |
I/i= 1
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